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PLOTTING AND OUTLINING 

   

Issue # 15 

May/June, 2003 

Featuring an Interview  

with Rosemary Edghill 

 

Special thanks to Ellen Wright for her work as guest copyeditor for this 

issue. 
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It's a plot! 

Sometimes finding the storyline in the mass of all those images of 

characters and snippets of scenes is a true work of patience and art.  

Sometimes it even takes a little extra help. 

This issue is filled with articles to help you get past the hurdle.  There 

are reviews of computer programs that help writers refine their 

storylines, and there are articles on personal approaches.  I hope that 

you find these issues filled with things that will help you better navigate 

through your story with the least amount of trouble. 

Have fun! 

 

The themes for the coming year will follow the creation of stories, from 

imagining the characters all the way to submitting the finished 

product.  If you have an insight on any of the following subjects, please 

consider writing us an article (500-2000 words): 

July/August -- Putting it all together (Deadline, June 1, 2003) 
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September/October -- Revising (Deadline, August 1, 2003) 

November/December -- Submissions and Rejections (Deadline, 

October 1, 2003) 

 

(Check out our Guidelines for more information -- and remember 

that we're always looking for articles that are writing related in 

anyway. The themes are only part of each issue!) 
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WELCOME FROM HOLLY  

Having just signed contracts on my first novel sales in three 

years, having a fresh source of income to buttress the 

dwindling advances that have been coming in on the stuff 

that sold three years ago, and having an exciting semi-secret project 

that is finally both done and in the hands of editors, I'm invigorated, 

happy, and fresh for the writing battle once again.  

But I do think I ought to mention this important point to those of you 

who are not yet subsisting on your writing alone: writing may be a 

wonderful hobby for everyone, but it's only a job for lunatics.  

The work itself is both fun and interesting, at least when it's going 

well.  When it isn't, of course, it's a lot like popping out the RonCo 

Home Tooth Extractor and doing a bit of self-dentistry without 

anesthesia.  But the writing isn't the hard part.  The part that will drive 

you really nuts is what computer programmers refer to as the 

backend.  Can you write; should you write; if you do write, does your 

work stink; if your work is good enough, will your books ever sell; if a 
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publisher buys them, will you be published badly; if you're published 

well, will anyone bother to read your books; will reviewers ever review 

your work; will the three reviewers who found you spend the rest of 

their careers trashing you; if your editor likes you and readers like you 

will computer ordering by the big chains kill your career anyway; how 

much will you get paid; how many months after the rent is due will the 

check arrive; exactly how right was your mother when she suggested 

you become the CEO of a multinational corporation ... or a roadcrew 

pothole filler?  

Hi.  Welcome to the nuthouse.  Abandon sanity, all ye who enter here.   

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
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Still with us?  Excellent -- we want to weed out the faint of heart, 

because writing for a living is about as hard on the nerves as being a 

professional blindfolded cliffdiver, and most of the time the pay is 

about the same.  But if you're one of us wackos, it is a lot of fun.  

We're working on outlining and layout this time -- when, how, and why 

you outline, how to present your work, and a lot more.  Very popular 

author S.L. Viehl has the workshop, and as always, we have a broad 

spectrum of articles on our issue topic as well as lots of information on 

other aspects of writing.  

So onward fellow lunatics, into the fray armed with some neat new 

techniques to try, and the realization that no matter how crazy you 

really are, you are not alone.  

Write, believe, and never give up on your dreams,  

   

Holly Lisle     
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OUTLINING ... 

There was a time when I'd snarl at that word.  Unlike most of 

the writers I knew, I never had a problem finishing a 

manuscript.  I didn't need to outline.  I could -- and often did 

-- sit down and wrote a novel in a month or two, working on it straight 

through and writing every day.  I lived with those people and their 

story, and the story grew from day-to-day much as the plot to real life 

does.  

I still write my shorter material that way, and sometimes even a novel. 

It's fun and exciting -- but it's not for people who have trouble making it 

through the middle of a novel.  It's flying without a net.  

However, in the last couple years I've started doing increasingly more 

elaborate outlines for most of my novels.  I started the first outline on a 

whim.  I was working on one novel, and as will often happen with 

writers, another story tried to take over my brain.  So I jotted down 

notes to it, started arranging them, and by the time I had finished the 
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first novel, I had the outline to another.  And I wrote it.  It moved easily, 

and finished in less time than it usually took me to write a novel.  

It was fun.  

But I don't need outlines, I still told myself.  I'm not tied to such 

conventional forms of preparation.  I can write without a net! No 

strings!  

But then, during last year's NaNoWriMo I used a very elaborate outline 

to write 110,000 words in 11 days.  That shocked even me. But I loved 

being able to fly through the novel without ever pausing or worrying 

about what comes next.  I was, I admitted, hooked.  I could work out all 

the plot problems ahead of time, I could make more elaborate plots for 

the first draft, and I could write without pause, which was what I really 

loved.  

So, yes... I've become a convert to outlines.  I like outlines of all sorts: 

Loose ones with just a line per chapter, elaborate ones like my Phase 

System (see article in this issue), note cards laid out in patterns, and 

styles I haven't even tried yet.   
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I learned something important... you never know what's going to help 

you make the next big step in your writing if you aren't willing to 

experiment. The novels I write with outlines generally have more depth 

and a more coherent plot line in the first draft than the ones I write 

without an outline. That means less work in rewrites.  

Seems like a plan to me!  

So experiment with the different methods of writing offered in Vision.  

You never know what you're missing until you try it.  

Have fun!  

Lazette Gifford  
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WORKSHOP: 
WRITING THE NOVEL 

SYNOPSIS 

::  

 
By  

Sheila Kelly 

©2003, Sheila Kelly 

 Almost everyone hates or dreads writing a synopsis for their 

novel; for the longest time I couldn't stand the damn things.  

I mean, look at the task:  first, you have to condense a five 

hundred-page manuscript down to ten or twenty pages.  It also has to 

1) still make sense, 2) cover all the important points of the story and 3) 

be interesting enough to catch the eye of a jaded editor who probably 

reads thirty or forty synopses a week.   

Seems like you'd have better luck realigning the Hubble with a PDA, 

right?  

Yet the synopsis represents the writer's first and foremost selling tool, 

and it's safe to say that composing an effective synopsis is as 
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important as writing a great novel.  In today's market, you simply 

cannot sell your novel without a synopsis, so it's imperative to learn 

how to do them the right way if you want to get into print. 

When you create a synopsis, what you're doing is presenting an 

overview of your novel.  The main goal is to outline the characters, 

setting, plot and conflicts in your story.  Let's go over what you need to 

put one together:     

I.  Format  

The format of a novel synopsis is: double-spaced, one-inch margins, in 

submission font (Courier 12 pt. is my font for everything I submit) on 

plain white paper.  Avoid dot matrix printers, and if you send a 

photocopy, make sure it's as dark as the original.  All pages are 

numbered in the upper right hand corner with a header or footer of 

AUTHOR LAST NAME/Book Title (i.e. VIEHL/StarDoc) on each page.  

Important note:  before you write the synopsis, always check the 

publisher's guidelines for specifics:  some want certain information 

such as name/address/phone number printed on the first page; some 

have a certain page length cut-off; some have content restrictions.  
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II. Ingredients  

Now that you have your format prepared, it's time to write the 

synopsis.  You'll need the following information from your novel:  

1. Characters – identities, goals, motivations and conflicts 

of the characters central to the plot.  

2. Setting – a brief description  

3. Plot – the main and subplots of your story  

4. Sequence of events – how the story progresses  

5. Theme – what's the point of this novel?   

You're already getting nervous, right?  Relax.  Writing a synopsis is 

like drawing a very detailed map to show a stranger how to get to your 

house.  You know where you live, you know how to get there, you only 

need to tell someone else who has never been there how to do that.  

Same thing with a novel synopsis.      

III. Basic composition  
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Begin your synopsis with an opening paragraph that presents a clear, 

brief view of your protagonist, his/her world, and the situation he/she is 

in when the novel opens.   Going back to the map analogy, this is like 

telling someone about the neighborhood where you live.  Example:  

"When the Allied League of Worlds withdraws from the Pmoc 

Quadrant to pursue the enemy Hsktskt Faction, Lieutenant Jadaira 

(Dair) mu T'resa and her squadron of SEAL (surgically 

enhanced/altered lifeform) pilots remain behind to provide planetary 

patrol.  They have to; the aquatic pilots can't survive away from their 

native underwater environment on Kevarzangia Two for more than 

brief periods.  Mainly they deal with remnant ordinance and space 

traps left behind by both sides, and which are hazards to the influx of 

refugees fleeing the war." –BioRescue by S.L. Viehl  

In that opening paragraph, I've briefly introduced you to my 

protagonist, Dair, her world, and the job she's performing as the novel 

opens.  I've also touched on three of the most important conflict 

elements of the novel:  Dair and the other pilots are aquatic lifeforms 

who are dependent on their world, their bodies have been 
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altered/enhanced, and they're a peace-keeping force who helps 

refugees.  By reading this paragraph, you know a little about Dair and 

her neighborhood.   

Another important note:  all synopses are told in omniscient present 

tense.  There are no exceptions to this rule.  

The next paragraph(s) of the synopsis are what I refer to as the trigger, 

or where you present what sets off the main conflict of your novel.  Ask 

yourself:  What's going to happen to shake up the characters and the 

world that you've just shown the reader?  You don't have to present 

the entire plotline in a nutshell, but you should introduce the element of 

change that triggers the main conflict.  Example:  

"New Orleans Homicide Detective J.D. Gamble doesn't need any more 

headaches.  Mardi Gras starts in two days, his caseload is a 

nightmare, and his mother Elizabet wants him to quit the force, marry 

socialite Moriah Navarre, and enter the political arena.  Being called in 

on an arson case at an abandoned warehouse by the Chief Fire 

Marshal, his brother Cortland, is the last straw.  After J.D. arrives at 

the scene, he's astonished to learn that the only witness and sole 
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survivor of the fire is Sable Duchesne, the girl he once loved and lost.  

When gubernatorial candidate Marc LeClare's burned body is 

recovered, he has no choice but to take Sable in for questioning."  – 

Into the Fire by Jessica Hall  

The main conflict trigger in my novel is when my heroine is detained 

for questioning by her former lover.  That single event sets all of the 

other events of the novel in motion.  Look at your story to find the 

same kind of key moment, event or trigger, and present that after your 

opening paragraph.  

The body of the synopsis follows the opening and the trigger 

paragraphs, and this is where you present the sequence of events in 

your novel.  Don't try to write a summary of every chapter in sequence.  

Select the most important elements of each chapter and present them 

in the order that they make sense.  Give your reader directions to 

make their way through your story.  

Finally, you should have a wrap-up paragraph(s) at the very end of the 

synopsis, which clearly states your ending, and also resolves the main 

conflict.  Example:  
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"Jax dreams that she and Matthias stand in the center of a circle of ten 

glowing figures.  A spirit-image of Gideon joins them, and tells the 

council that Jax and Matthias have proven themselves by finding his 

killer, and are worthy of Alenfar.  Matthias suggests that because they 

let Unger become possessed and murder Gideon, the council is 

powerless, and their threats are nothing but bluffs.  Before he fades 

away, Gideon smiles at Jax, who finally understands why he chose her 

– not just for Alenfar, but for Matthias, who has been like a son to him.   

Jax suggests to the council that matters such as their actual power 

and the overseers' personal lives should remain the private business 

that they are.  The important thing is that from now on, she and 

Matthias will work together to keep Alenfar in balance.   

When Jax wakes up, she's alone, but on her pillow is a single rose, 

glowing white in the sunlight." – White Nights by S.L. Viehl  

In this ending, I was able to resolve the main conflict and the central 

plot threads by how I presented the final events of the story.  One note 

on personal style – I like to end my novels with a personal metaphor or 
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symbolic gesture, act, or object, and I try to do the same with my 

synopses (hence the final paragraph about the white rose.)     

IV. Synopsis Secret Weapons  

Trimming down everything from your novel to fit into a synopsis is 

tough, there's no question about that.  There are no shortcuts around 

the task, but there are some things you can do to make it easier:  

A.  Eliminate excess adverbs and adjectives – write as 

spare and clean as you can.  When you give someone 

directions, you don't tell them what color all of the other 

houses on your block are.   

B.  Create catch-phrases and buzz words – present ideas 

in short form as much as possible.  Example:  "She was 

raised by nuns until she came of age to inherit her family 

fortune" can be converted into "convent-schooled heiress."   

C.  Read TV Guide and movie listings – this sounds funny, 

but it's an excellent way to learn how to condense.  
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Hollywood can reduce a two-hour movie into a single ten-

word sentence and still make it sound exciting.  

D.  Tell someone about your novel – "talking out" your 

book with someone else can help tremendously.  See if 

they can follow your plotline as you describe your book, 

and listen to the questions they ask.  What they want to 

know should probably be in your synopsis  

E.   Practice using other writers' books – if you're too 

anxious about writing a synopsis for your novel, try writing 

one about someone else's book.  Make it one of your 

favorite books and you'll be surprised by how much you 

know and how easy it is to write.    

V. Some Final Thoughts  

I really didn't like writing synopses until I did a strange thing – I wrote 

one for myself.  I was working on a novel I'm writing for my children, 

and I decided to put together a synopsis to organize my notes.  I have 

no intentions of ever selling this book, so for once I wasn't trying to 
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impress an editor.  To my surprise, I actually enjoyed writing it, and it 

turned out to be one of my best.  No dread involved, because there 

was no editor involved.   

Now I try to keep the same mindset when I'm writing any synopsis – I 

write them for me, not an editor.  It's been much easier ever since.  

Putting together a novel synopsis may never be the writer's favorite 

task, but it is necessary if you want to pursue a professional career.  

Relax, practice, and have fun with it as much as possible.  Remember 

– you know where you live.  Now tell the rest of us how to get there.       
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WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
INTERVIEWING  

ROSEMARY EDGHILL 
By Lazette Gifford  

© 2003, Lazette Gifford 

 

Rosemary Edghill has been a professional writer since 

1984, but you won't find her earlier works unless you know 

the secret password: eluki bes shahar. That's the name on 

her driver's license, and the name under which she sold her first short 

story, Hellflower, to George Scithers' Amazing.  

This talented woman has written material 

ranging from science fiction to Regency 

romances, mysteries, and even an X-Men 

tie-in.  In addition to her own wonderful 

novels and short stories, eluki has worked 

with three of the most popular female 
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writers on the planet, publishing novels with Grand Master Andre 

Norton, the prolific Mercedes Lackey, and the late Marion Zimmer 

Bradley.  

Rosemary is currently working on collaborative projects with Mercedes 

Lackey and is in the early stages of working on a new epic fantasy of 

her own.  

Rosemary's web site can be found at http://www.sff.net/people/eluki  

   

Vision:   You've written in a number of different genres -- do you have 

a favorite? Is there one that you would still like to try 

and haven't?  

Rosemary:  The book I'm working on at the time is 

always my favorite <g>. I do love writing Urban 

Fantasy, which is why the Bedlam's Bard 

collaborations I'm doing with Mercedes Lackey are so 

much fun, and fantasy historicals are my second favorite thing. The 

one genre I've never done - and the only one, BTW, since I've written 
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everything from horror to technothrillers - is a Western. I'd really like to 

do a Western....  

Incidentally, thanks to the Warren Concordance, I've finally been able 

to track down some of my early (mid-to-late 70s) work for the Warren 

Magazines. I was really surprised to find I'd actually had a story 

published in Vampirella, since I only remembered selling to Creepy 

and Eerie. Only about half of them made it into the concordance, for 

some reason, and I've long since lost all my copies, and my copies of 

the original scripts....  

Vision:   So, what's the story behind the names? How did you go from 

one name to another?  

Rosemary:  Turkish Delight - a Regency - was my 

first sale, and St. Martin's Press wanted a Very British 

pseudonym for it, since they really didn't think "eluki 

bes shahar" would fly on the cover. So with a little 

thought I came up with Rosemary (Rhett Butler's 

sister) and Edghill (Mom's maiden name). Edgehill - with an 'e' in the 

middle, is also the site of the first battle of the English Civil War. Can't 
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get more English than that. (What my editor actually told me was that 

Corporate's opinion was that the readers' perception was that the 

books were written by dead Englishwomen, and could I please come 

up with a dead Englishwoman's name?)  

So Rosemary went her merry way writing Regencies, while meanwhile 

her evil twin, eluki bes shahar, was writing the Hellflower trilogy for 

DAW. So comes the day when DAW wants me to try a fantasy series, 

and to keep people from thinking they were going to get more space 

opera, they wanted to put a new name on the cover, preferably one 

that would be easier to alphabetize. So rather than come up with yet a 

third pseud, I dusted off Rosemary (the market for Regencies having 

suffered one of its periodic die-offs by this point, and Ms. Edghill 

having gone into hibernation) and had her write The Twelve 

Treasures. Of which there are only three, alas.  

I continued to use "eluki" on my short-story work for a few years, but 

then converted over to Rosemary there too, since it was less confusing 

for readers who might possibly be looking for my short fiction. 

Meanwhile, I did a couple of tie-in books and projects (a King's Quest 
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novella and two X-Men novels) for which I used "eluki." For everything 

else, I ended up using "Rosemary," because that was the name that 

had become established.  

I can't remember why I used "Rosemary" on the Bast novels, actually.  

Vision:   You not only write in many genres, but you also publish short 

stories as well as novels. Which would you rather write? Is there a 

different approach to writing short stories as opposed to novels?  

Rosemary:  Both lengths have their own rewards. I've started editing 

anthologies as well - I have one forthcoming from Warner titled Murder 

and Magic - and editing anthologies is Big Fun in a whole different 

way. But you can get a lot more experimental in a short story - try out 

different styles, approaches, characters. Sometimes you take a novel 

idea for a test-drive, as I did with "Little Rogue Riding Hood", which 

grew up to be the novel Warslayer. Other times you play with bits and 

pieces that didn't fit into a novel, as I did with "Riis Run" and "Read 

Only Memory", both of which are set in the Hellflower universe. And 

sometimes you just set the bar really high, as in "The Sword of the 

North" and "The Intersection of Anastasia Yeoman and Light", to see if 
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you can do it. Both the last two are going to be in my forthcoming short 

story collection, Paying the Piper at the Gates of Dawn, which will be 

out later this year from Five Star Press. It's got a way cool cover....  

Vision:   You have a new book, The Vengeance of Masks, coming 

out from Wildside Press. Can you tell us a little bit of the history of this 

book?  

Rosemary:  I wrote it back in 1988, just to entertain 

myself, at the same time I was working on Hellflower. 

Literally. I'd write a chapter of one, then a chapter of 

the other. Originally Vengeance was two separate 

books, Vengeance of Masks and Dream Lover 

(which is Cady's story), but I realized it worked if I combined the two 

and did some heavy flashbacking here and there. But that was much 

later.  

So anyway, I wrote them and nobody wanted them. They not only 

didn't want them, they hated them sincerely. My agent (this was a few 

agents ago) said she wouldn't even use the manuscript to line her 

birdcage, and I don't think she even had a bird. Everyone who saw the 
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manuscript, in all its incarnations, for the next 15 years, simply said 

that there was no market for this kind of book, which made me sad, as 

I do love it dearly. But you know, now that Anne Bishop and 

Jacqueline Carey are out there, I think the story might get a little more 

sympathetic response from the readership.  

Vision:  How much background work (like character creation, plotting) 

do you do before you begin the writing a manuscript? How much 

research do you do for Regency Romances and other historical 

works?  

Rosemary:  I do a lot of research, both general research and targeted 

research. You never know when a fact is going to be useful. Right now 

I'm researching Early Hollywood for a project, and I'm still researching 

60s San Francisco for a couple of projects. As for character creation, 

some of it I do on the fly, some of it I set up in detailed bios before I 

start the book.  

I do a detailed plot before I start, and I try to stick to it. Since at this 

stage in my career I tend to sell on proposal, the first stage of a book is 

the short outline, which is basically a ten to fifteen page summary of 
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the book. It's like a book report: you set up the situation and context, 

explain the main characters, gloss over the midsection, and get really 

specific about the ending, or, how the problem is solved.  

Next comes the long outline. This one is about 35 pages. This is a 

scene-by-scene breakdown, one paragraph per scene, of all the action 

in the book. It should note, identify, and solve every action and 

structural problem in the book (it never does, but it should.) Sometimes 

a long outline gets appendices, which would be detailed character 

outlines, detailed scene and object and character descriptions, bits of 

dialogue and business too good to risk forgetting, and so on. I try to 

stick closely to the long outline. One paragraph of description equals 

five to fifteen pages of finished manuscript, so for a 100K book, the 

long outline is going to run about 70 scenes. I don't break a long 

outline down into chapters, but some people do. 

(For a look at some of her background material check out: Background 

Documents: Links to Outlines, Proposals & Stylesheets on Rosemary's 

website)  
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Vision:   If you were looking for your first publication today, which 

genre do you think you would attempt?  

Rosemary:  I think I'd probably go try to be a mystery writer. I'd make 

sure I had a good steady full-time job, of course, because the market 

is even tighter than it was when I broke in. But yeah... mysteries.  

Vision:   What writers have influenced you and how?  

Rosemary:  Too many to count. Damon Runyon and Mark Twain, for 

use of language. C. L. Moore and Eric Frank Russell, ditto. For 

storybuilding and sheer artfulness, John Le Carre. For language 

(again!) Margaret Atwood. For a great story, which is the First Thing in 

my book, John D. MacDonald, Peter O'Donnell, Ian Fleming, Leslie 

Charteris, Raymond Chandler, Dashiell Hammett (and we're back to 

the language thing again).  

Kipling. Poe. Clark Ashton Smith. Robert E. Howard. Robert A. 

Heinlein. Lovecraft.  For that matter, I think I owe as much to the great 

editors of SF's silver age as to the writers, so here's to you: John W. 

Campbell, Groff Conklin, and Damon Knight.  
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Basically, it all comes down to one thing. I want a good story with 

prose that sings. I want a hero who is larger than life and death. I want 

villains with hearts as black as death and hell. I want love strong 

enough to stop time. If you can't give me that - if you won't give me 

that - don't waste my time.  

Vision:   You've written a set of Alternate History Fantasy books 

(Shadow of Albion and Leopard In Exile) with Grand Master Andre 

Norton. What was it like to write with her?  

Rosemary:  It was a lot of fun. I learned a lot about putting a story 

together - what to put in, what to leave out. We spent a lot of time on 

the phone together assembling the world and the storyline. Then I'd go 

away and write a bunch of pages, and come back and discuss them 

with her. And we'd hammer out the fine details of the next bit.  

Vision:   You've also written books with Mercedes Lackey in the 

popular Bedlam's Bard universe. Was there a lot of difference in 

working with her than with Andre Norton? If so, how?  
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Rosemary:  Misty does a lot more of the actual 

writing, though since the first book, we plot them 

together. For Beyond Worlds End, I started off with a 

detailed outline from her and the first 70 pages, and 

took off from there. Along the way, she sent me more 

chunks, which I incorporated as I reached the point they'd appear in 

the story. Then we swapped overwrites until the final product was all 

smoothed out. These days, once I finish the detailed outline, she picks 

her scenes and I pick my scenes, and we go off and write them, then 

shuffle them together. There's a lot of cryptic emailing back and forth 

the whole time, since she's the final canon arbitrator on what Underhill 

universe Elves can and cannot do. (I'm the one that made NYC a "no-

fly" zone for Elves, though!)  

Vision: You have also collaborated on a four book series (Ghostlight, 

Witchlight, Gravelight, and Heartlight) with the late Marion Zimmer 

Bradley.  What can you say about working with her?  

Rosemary:  Working with Marion was great fun.  Because of her 

serious health issues at the time of the books, it was a different 
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situation than working with Andre and Misty, and much more than in 

either of those cases, I was not only trying to re-create Marion's own 

style without intruding anything of my own, but to re-create her style 

from about 20 years ago, which involved immersing myself in her 

gothics, so I could not only pick up her style, rhythm, and word 

choices, but her ideas and her motifs.  I was working from some 

unfinished manuscripts that she passed on to me for source material, 

and I used a lot of elements from them.  Along the way I dug up some 

pretty obscure Bradleyana, like her "Sixth Sense" media tie-in, "In The 

Steps Of The Master", and a novel called "Can Ellen Be Saved?" 

which I think was based on a TV movie.  Marion was a journeyman pro 

in the grand old tradition, who wrote anything that had a paycheck 

attached.  

Of course she oversaw everything I did, and when I finally got to meet 

her at the Fantasy Worlds Convention out in Berkeley, she told me 

how delighted she was with Heartlight, saying it was exactly the story 

she had always wanted to tell.  I was so pleased: plotting Heartlight 

was sort of a detective story in itself, going back through Witch Hill, 

The Inheritor, and Dark Satanic to pick up the scattered and 
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fragmentary clues to Colin MacLaren's past and weave them into a 

coherent whole in line with Marion's overall philosophy.  Working with 

Marion really taught me both how to plot on an epic scale and to 

anchor a book in character at the same time.   

Vision:   What is it like to write media based novels like the X-Men? 

How does a writer get a media tie-in contract?  

Rosemary:  I've been an X-Men junkie since Issue #1, 

1964, so it was a serious Dream Come True. I got to 

play with the Mutants!  

Generally, tie-in contracts go to writers with something 

of a previous track record in published books, which I 

had. Often, their agent will suggest them for a project. Sometimes, in 

the case of something that has a huge appetite for material, like the 

Trek lines, they'll just go pitch (through their agent, of course, 

assuming they have one). In my case, I knew the editor of the line, 

who was looking for writers, and he knew I was an X-Men fan and he 

asked me if I wanted to submit a proposal. The important thing about 

my being a fan is because the other vital thing in writing tie-ins is a 
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previous familiarity with the property.  You need to know Highlander, 

Buffy, Quantum Leap, Charmed canon off the top of your head, 

because nobody is going to spoon-feed it to you.  

Vision:   The Bast mystery books are filled with New Age Wiccan 

views. What influenced you to write these interesting and popular 

books?  

Rosemary:  I wrote the first one to amuse myself, and sold it on a 

three-book contract. As for why I wrote the first one, well, it's based on 

a true story. A friend of a friend of a friend (you know how these things 

go), a young woman in her late 20s, healthy (she'd just passed a 

medical examination to qualify for life insurance) went home one night, 

lay down on her bed, and died. And nobody ever knew why.  

This being Real Life, this is as much of her story as I ever 

knew.  

But I knew bits and pieces of other people's stories. 

Stories about people surviving various emotional 

predators. And stories about people seeing ethical 
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violations in the New Age Community, and finding a complete lack of 

interest from anyone when they tried to discuss the fact. And over the 

years, all these bits and pieces coalesced into Speak Daggers To 

Her.  

Also, I have to admit, I'd gotten pretty tired of reading fantasy-driven 

Urban Witch stories. I wanted to write what was basically an 

ecclesiastical detective story where the denomination of the 

ecclesiastical detective happened to be Wiccan. Bast's closest spiritual 

cousin is Father Brown.  

Vision:   The Hellflower books have been described as an exciting 

space opera, and highly acclaimed. Have you considered writing more 

along this vein?  

Rosemary:  As I mentioned earlier, there are two 

short stories, "Read Only Memory" and "Riis Run" set 

in the Hellflower universe. I've actually plotted another 

trilogy set 20 years after the end of Archangel Blues, 

called Steel Phoenix. But since Butterfly isn't really 

available to be the viewpoint character for the next trilogy, it wouldn't 
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be very much like the Hellflower books. I would like to write more 

space opera though. Someday.  

Vision:   Tell us about any upcoming projects on the writing horizon.  

Rosemary:  At the moment, I'm mainly involved in collaborative 

projects with Mercedes Lackey. Mad Maudlin is due out this August, 

and then we're doing Music To My Sorrow, which is a sequel. I'm in 

the very early stages of working on an epic fantasy with a young 

female protagonist set in a world once ruled by evil Elves; some of the 

worldbuilding I did for that shows up in a short story I had in the Battle 

Magic anthology.  

Vision:   You attend quite a few East Coast conventions. Do you think 

attending conventions is important for writers? If so, is it more 

important for established writers or new ones?  

Rosemary:  It can be good to get out there and network, but only if it's 

something you find fun. If you hate it, that's gonna show, and it will end 

up doing you more harm than good. But if you're a cheerful gregarious 

type who wants to meet your fellow pros and chat people up, doing a 
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few cons can't hurt. Just remember: you're there for the fans, the fans 

are not there for you.  

Vision:   You share a home with cats, King Charles spaniels, and a 

sister who also writes. What is your average day like? Do you write 

every day?  

Rosemary:  I write every day from 9 to at least five, depending, 

though sometimes I take Sundays off to run errands. My office is a 

mile from the house, so in good weather I walk the dogs down, settle 

in, get through the email, and get to work. When I'm feeling really 

uninspired, I revise the previous day's pages or work on something 

else that needs doing first - a new proposal, editing a story, something 

like that. If I'm "on", I go right into making new pages. I try to get 

through at least 10-15 new pages a day, but that's very rough draft.  

Vision:   What advice would you offer to new writers?  

Rosemary:  Don't quit your day job. It takes ten years to become an 

overnight success. Develop a really thick skin. No agent is better than 

a bad agent. Learn to write from an outline. Write every day. Your 
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mind is not your friend. Life just is, art has to convince. Don't quit. 

Keep your manuscript in submission. Do not wait for the current 

project to sell before beginning a new one. Get a good accountant. 

Keep accurate records. Exercise frequently. Learn the rules of 

grammar, spelling, and punctuation: and use them. Check your facts.  

Vision:   Anything else you would like to add?  

Rosemary:  I think that just about covers it....  

 

Click here for ISBNS, Sample Chapters and Cover Art  

to many of Rosemary's works 
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A NOTE ON THIS ISSUE'S 
THEME... 

 

O utlining and plotting are words that strike fear into many 

new writers, even though they already unconsciously do 

the work.  In this issue we have a number of articles 

offering different approaches, including two reviews of computer 

programs created to help the writer.  The others offer personal 

approaches from very detailed work to single page outlines. 

You might find something here that helps you in the work of creating 

the backbone of a story.  However, as with everything else in writing, 

some suggestions will be helpful and other will not.  There may be 

some little gem of advice in an article that otherwise doesn't suit you at 

all. I hope that you at least enjoy reading through them. 
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CHARACTER-BASED 
OUTLINING  

USING DRAMATICA 
By  

Jennifer Dunne 

© 2003, Jennifer Dunne  

Dramatica is a comprehensive, all-encompassing program 

for story analysis and story creation.  Supporters of the 

program think the multitude of options and analytical 

functions makes it robust enough to be useful in real-world writing 

applications.  Detractors claim it is too confusing, and allows would-be 

writers to spend their time making charts about their story without ever 

needing to actually write the prose.   

The truth, as usual, lies somewhere in between.  Yes, the program in 

its entirety is confusing, but writers can use small subsets of its 

functions to enhance their fiction.  Once those subsets are mastered, 

the writers can move on to more advanced features.  

The simplest and most straightforward of Dramatica's principles is the 

assignment of archetypal character traits to your story's characters.  
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The writer then uses the inherent conflict between those types to 

power the story's movement, adding depth and complexity to what 

might otherwise be a straightforward plot.  

The first book I ever plotted with Dramatica was my fantasy novel 

Shadow Prince.  It has since gone on to win a number of awards, and 

I've always thought the underlying structure provided by Dramatica 

was one of the reasons for its success.  

Prior to Shadow Prince, I'd written a number of romances according to 

the genre rules I'd internalized after a lifetime of reading them.  But 

internalized genre rules were no help when writing a fantasy, because 

I floundered when I got to the rule that went something on the order of, 

"The party travels across the countryside, having a series of fantastic 

adventures."  How could I choose adventures that would build to my 

ultimate showdown between the forces of good and evil, rather than 

sounding like a fantasy version of "The Perils of Pauline"?  My answer 

was to turn to Dramatica.  

The eight archetypes used by Dramatica are divided into the big four 

and the little four.  Each of the big four will have a single character (or 
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group of characters) associated with it.  These archetypes are mutually 

exclusive.  The little four may be associated with some of the same 

characters as the big four, as facets of their personalities, or may be 

associated with new characters, as their defining character traits.  The 

same character may have two different archetypes from the little four, 

so long as those archetypes are not in opposition.  

The big four character archetypes are the Protagonist (the character 

who is trying to do something), the Antagonist (the character who is 

trying to prevent that something), the Contagonist (the character who 

makes it harder to do that something), and the Guardian (the character 

who makes it easier to do that something).  The Protagonist and 

Antagonist are in direct conflict, as are the Guardian and Contagonist, 

but the Contagonist is not necessarily in conflict with the Protagonist.  

Consider the television series "Buffy the Vampire Slayer."  Buffy is 

obviously the Protagonist, and the Antagonist is the Big Bad of the 

season or the episode's featured monster.  Giles is the Guardian.  

Buffy's Mom, and in later seasons, her sister Dawn, are the 

Contagonists.  They made it more difficult for Buffy to defeat the bad 
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guys by forcing her either to sneak around or to use her energies for 

defense and protection rather than attack.  

The little four archetype pairs are Reason/Emotion and 

Sidekick/Skeptic.  Reason is the cold, logical voice of ultimate control, 

while Emotion is the out-of-control voice of feelings.  Sidekicks 

enthusiastically offer support, while Skeptics steadfastly insist 

something will never work.  Again, using the Buffy example, members 

of the Scooby Gang, in their various incarnations, have fulfilled these 

four roles, which is why their meetings so often degenerated into 

arguments.  

To use these contrasts for outlining, decide what conflict each pair of 

archetypes faces.  The Protagonist and Antagonist conflict will be the 

central question of your story, but all of the others are free for you to 

choose.  In my Shadow Prince, for example, the Contagonist/Guardian 

conflict was whether or not to save the Contagonist's homeland.  The 

conflict between Reason and Emotion (illustrated as a conflict between 

control and lack of control) was how to interpret the past.  And the 

Sidekick and Skeptic argued about how much commitment is required 
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to be a successful artist.  All of this was on top of the story question of 

whether or not the heroine would reunite body and spirit.  This created 

four very different conflicts that interwove to give the story depth and 

interest.  

Once you've established your conflicts, you need to illustrate them in 

scenes.  In the first set of scenes, you will introduce your characters by 

showing them acting in accordance with their archetypes (the 

Protagonist takes action, the Guardian offers assistance, the Sidekick 

supports, etc.) and by illustrating their positions on the conflict they 

share.  

The next set of scenes will feature each pair of archetypes squaring off 

against each other, for their first interaction.  That's followed with a 

second interaction that ups the stakes of the conflict, and a third 

interaction in which the conflict is decided in one or the other's favor.  

The final set of scenes resolves what happens to each of the 

archetypes as a result of winning or losing their conflict.  

You don't have to have a strict one-to-one ratio of conflict scenarios 

and conflicting archetypes.  You could, for example, introduce three of 
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your archetypes in one scene, followed by introducing one in the next.  

If you have one of the big four archetypes also associated with one of 

the little four archetypes, you can have a three-character scene that 

illustrates two separate conflicts, perhaps with one being the recurring 

argument that draws the character's attention away from the issue he 

or she is trying to focus upon.  There can also be scenes in which no 

conflict is advanced, but some key external plot activity occurs that will 

enable the next level of conflict.  

The possibilities are endless.  But with a solid grasp of the archetypal 

character dynamics, whichever possibilities you choose will create a 

strong, multidimensional story. ---- 

Dramatica Web site: http://www.dramatica.com/  

Shadow Prince, by Jennifer Dunne.  New Concepts Publishing.  

ISBN 1-58608-620-0 

Buffy the Vampire Killer, UPN Television, March, 1997 through 

May, 2003  
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REVIEW OF POWER 
STRUCTURE:  

STORY DEVELOPMENT 
SOFTWARE 

By  

Sandra C. Durham 

©2003, Sandra C. Durham   

This review covers the Power Structure Story Development 

and Outlining Software available for the Mac and Windows 

platforms from http://www.write-brain.com.  I have been 

using this software extensively over the past few months to plot out my 

first novel, and I believe it holds a number of key features which can 

enhance the new writer's ability to remain focused on the building 

blocks necessary for good story design.   

Writing a novel takes a series of considerable steps that go beyond the 

actual act of forming well-constructed prose.  Vision articles have 

recently focused on some of these areas and will present more in 

future editions.  Key aspects of novel writing include:  
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• High-level story development - Including aspects like themes, 

synopsis, story background, world-building.  

• Character creation – Physical descriptions, emotional 

development, background, reasons for being in story, character 

arcs.  

• Story movement - How the story will flow from beginning, 

middle, to end.  

• Plotting - details of the main story arc, conflicts, and major or 

minor subplots.  

Whether you are the kind of writer who likes to determine everything 

upfront before ever typing a word of your story or the kind who likes to 

follow the Muse and see what develops, all of the above steps will be 

part of your creative process.       

Power Structure provides an organized method to design and 

maintain these detailed steps in the creation of your story.  While it 

could be useful to those who create on the fly as they write by 

providing them a way to outline their story for possible queries to 

publishers, I believe the primary users of this software will be those 
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who prefer some level of plotting and story development before the 

writing process begins.   

Power Structure allows the writer to start at the very seed of an idea 

and develop the story from this original premise.  The main menu of 

this program provides seven useful views into the novel: Story/Theme, 

Characters, 3 Act Structure, Chapters, Plot Points, Gestalt View, and 

Conflict Overview.   

Starting at the story/theme view, and taking successively more 

detailed views into the story, the writer develops things like the Theme 

and Synopsis. With Power Structure's ability to edit prompts, you 

could add your own overview tasks like World Geography, Magical 

Rules, Culture, Family Genealogy, and Back-story issues.  From that 

point you could enter the Character view, wherein you have menu 

items to develop your characters to whatever depth you like - physical, 

emotional, history, driving needs, strengths, weaknesses etc.  From 

within the Character View you can outline the development each 

character will experience throughout a 3-act structure.   
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The 3-Act Structure view is one of the less thought-out parts of Power 

Structure.  The program attempts to provide templates for creating 

novels or scripts, but there is no way to remove this remnant of a script 

from the novel template.  Rather than ignore it, I chose to view it as a 

high-level Beginning, Middle, and End view of my novel.  With that in 

mind, it provides the next level of depth into the novel and the ability to 

group the Chapter View into each of these three sections.     

The Chapter View provides the ability to write briefly on what is 

happening in each chapter - opening hooks, how it moves the story 

forward, etc.  It also provides a way to group the more detailed and 

more interesting plot points together.      

The Plot Point view provides what I feel is one of the strongest aspects 

of the software.  Not only does it allow you to write in detail how you 

want each plot element to move forward, it also provides the ability to 

create conflicts that a plot point introduces, heighten existing conflicts, 

or resolve a conflict.  While these may seem pedantic steps, they 

provide a way to measure the percent of tension as your story 

progresses.     
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In my current work, I have some five overriding Conflicts that are 

central to the story.  Each plot point in some way relates to one of 

these five conflicts.  For me, they are items like family disintegration, 

political infighting, love triangle, mysterious demonic forces, etc.  As I 

develop plot elements, I link them into these conflicts, and make a 

determination on what I think the overall tension level is at that point in 

my story as it relates to that conflict.   

From there, I can go to the Conflict Overview screen and Power 

Structure builds me a graph with different color lines for each conflict, 

stretching out across all my chapters.  I have an excellent visual tool to 

see where my story is perhaps too flat or indications of how I may 

have left a conflict untouched for too many chapters.     

The final view is the Gestalt view, which opens a rather cluttered 

window that shows which Chapters are in each Act, and which plot 

points are in each chapter.  I found this less useful because it is so 

cluttered and the text in each section is truncated.   

Finally, there are a built-in word processor, a spell checker (which can 

be rather demonic, as it will spell check in the midst of your typing), a 
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limited thesaurus, and a name bank.  You can generate printed reports 

of any combination of the above views, as well as export similarly to 

RTF files or other outlining software programs.  There is also what 

they call Access Mode, which shrinks the program to a menu bar at 

the top of your PC screen, allowing you to write in your favorite word 

processor while still having visible access to your story outline.     

In summary, I found the flexibility, customization options, and overall 

thought put into Power Structure to be immensely useful in my first 

endeavors into a full-length novel.  I must comment, though, that all 

this comes at a significant price.  The program is available from 

http://www.write-brain.com for $179, but you can download as a demo 

to view and use all the aspects I discussed above before making your 

own decision on this software.     
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IT'S JUST A PHASE 

By 

Lazette Gifford 

©2003, Lazette Gifford   

I 've been writing books for a long time.  Really.  I have over sixty 

completed novels (twelve sold), and I'm uncertain how many 

shorter works I've written.  Some stories are better than others, of 

course, but I feel that I've learned something from each one.  I'm 

willing to experiment with everything from computer set ups to 

notebooks and pens, as well as the nuts and bolts of actually creating 

a story. 

I've also tried several different types of outlining.  I've even written 

without a net -- no outline at all -- and enjoyed it a great deal.  And I've 

written with very detailed outlines (like the type I'll describe here) and 

loved it just as much.   
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Recently I started a new type of outlining I've called the 'Phase 

System'. It helped me write a 101,000 word book in ten days.  

Because of the amount of detail in the phase-outline, I wrote 10,000 

words a day without ever having to pause or fret over 'does this work' 

or 'what comes next'?    

The phase-outline for that particular novel ran about 14,000 words 

long.  I can see many of you wincing.  An outline that long?  Isn't that a 

waste of time and energy?  It depends on what you get out of it in the 

end.  Every one of those 14,000 words gained me about eight words in 

the novel draft.  The two weeks I spent writing out the phase-outline 

cut the time I wrote the novel from about fifty-five days (at an average 

of two thousand words a day -- about where I write under normal 

circumstances) to eleven days. Even adding the fourteen days it took 

to write the outline, that's still forty days less than it would have taken 

me normally.   

Yes, I write quickly anyway, and fifty-five days is not a bad length of 

time to write a novel... except it would have taken me longer.  Without 

the detailed phase-outline, I would have hit difficult spots that required 
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me to sit back and think the actions out a little more carefully.  I would 

have had to backtrack the story now and then.  I know this because 

I've faced that sort of problem with other novels, both 'flying without a 

net' ones and ones using shorter outlines.   

So, do you want an outline that will take you straight through the story 

without worry?  Never mind the speed at which you write it -- that 

doesn't matter. This is about organization and plotting.   

I have used very loose outlines for stories. Those are the kinds where 

you jot down a line or two for each chapter, and the novel often veers 

off at about half way through the first chapter... but it doesn't matter.  

You have some idea of where you want to go.  The outline, in this 

case, was just a goad to get you moving.   

However, unlike a 'normal outline,' a phase-outline won't be discarded 

as soon as the story starts.  You'll do all veering off course and 

reworking of the story in the outline phase.   

Okay, so what exactly is this method?   
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Phases are written out as key phrases that will bring the next set of 

lines -- the next action -- into focus. This is not a scene-by-scene 

outline, but something worked out in much shorter sections.  A phase 

can be clues to dialogue, if that's what the section's focus is centered 

around, or it might be a little bit of description, or a set of actions... 

anything that will make the story move another few hundred words.  

Usually a 'phase' will only run from twenty to fifty words in the outline.  

For instance, as an example from Gathering (Book 7 of the Dark Staff 

series -- and this is first draft with only a little touch up):   

1. Tristan in the room aboard the ship, resting, thinking about going 

home, feeling the world changing.  It feels like traveling between 

realities, without any of the work. (28 words)   

These few words translated to this:   

Going somewhere else...   

Tristan rested on the soft bed, feeling out the ship around him and the 

power beyond it.  The metal shell moved through the same space 

where he and Abby had traveled so often before.  Each time they had 

slipped from one reality to another, leaving friends behind.   
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Their quest had come at such a cost to them that sometimes he 

wondered if the Goddess really understood the needs of flesh and 

blood, whether human or elf.  He wondered what she expected, in the 

end. Did she understand what she asked of her son, and what he paid 

that she could never give back?   

Or could she?  They were going... home this time.   

He pushed that thought away as quickly as it came.   

He could feel the magic brushing against the craft, whispering through 

the walls and calling to him with a seductive offer of power that he 

knew, from experience, he could not wholly control.  Dangerous 

power, a dangerous passage... he had never fully understood this 

place that stood between realities.   

The one thing he did know, however, was that this was far less work.  

He could rest this time, he and Abby both, before they...   

He shivered a little.   

Tristan?   

Abby, somewhere else on the ship, had felt his worry surge up through 
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the crowns.   

I'm all right. (222 words)   

 Or from later in the book (Phases 196 and 197):   

 196. Voices call him back.  Mother -- What the hell is that?  Get your 

bows ready!  Praise Gods for her.  She never wavered, never 

panicked.  Kills the creature.  Lehan?  Open the door.  Takes a 

moment, and then the door flies open and he is knocked back. (46 

words)   

197. Wounded!  Not bad.  Bad enough to put you down!  You knocked 

me down.  Didn't have to kick the door open. What was that?  Anyone 

know?  No one does.  Others take bows and torches to scout the trail 

near the village, but not far before light. (46 words)   

Lehan closed his eyes, trying to get his wits back, trying to think of 

something helpful he could do.  The world wanted to slip away from 

him.  He held on, even if his mind wasn't working quite well.  He 

needed calm.  He needed to do this right, because he wasn't going to 

get yet another chance -- 
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And then he heard sounds that gave him hope:  Voices, and one in 

particular that won a smile from him even now.   

"What the hell is that!" Elliora shouted.  "Give me that bow!"   

Gods praise his mother.  She never wavered, never panicked.  He 

heard the creature shouting but the bow twanged a moment later.  It 

bellowed again, and another twang.  He heard it fall, slide down, and 

hit the ground outside.   

Safe.   

"Lehan, I assume you're in there?"   

"Yes," he said, almost breathless.   

She tried the door.  "Put the bar up.  Let me in."   

He had to put the sword down, and he fell against the door, managing 

to do little more than gasp at the pain.  Getting the bar up proved far 

more difficult than it had been to put it down... but it finally slid off and 

clattered on the floor.   

He hadn't time to step back before the door flew open and knocked 

him down. (215)   

"You're wounded!"   
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He had not seen his mother worried like that before.  She tossed the 

bow aside and dropped to her knees, her face pale in the torchlight the 

others had brought to the open door.   

"It's not that bad," Lehan insisted, though his voice slurred a little more 

than he would have liked just then.  He didn't want to be weak in view 

of the townspeople.  He had never trusted them much.   

"It's bad enough to put you down," she said, shaking her head and 

gently pulling at the bloody cloth at his shoulder.   

"You --" He stopped and caught his breath.  "You put me down, 

mother.  You could have given me a chance to back away before you 

kicked the door open."   

"Ah."  She took cloth someone offered with a nod of thanks.  "My 

apologies.  I panicked.  What was that creature?"   

"I have no idea.  But Liora met me on the trail and warned me that 

something was wrong."  He kept the other part to himself just then, but 

he thought his mother could see more in his eyes.  "If she hadn't I 

wouldn't have been on guard and gotten away from it."   

"Have any of you ever seen or heard of such a creature?" Elliora 

asked, looking out toward the door.   
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No one had, and they didn't sound any happier about it, either.  A few 

had taken out their bows and looked worriedly toward the dark hills.  

Lehan saw them as his mother helped him up. (250)   

You'll note (in all but the PDA version of this issue) that the color 

changed when I went to a new phase. This is to help with the word-

counting part of the write.  I look at what I think the novel's length 

should be and try to work within those parameters. For instance, a 

young adult mystery might only run 60,000 words.  If I have 300 

phases written out, then I only need 200 words per phase.   

On the other hand, if I'm writing a space opera, I know that I'll likely 

need the final word count to be at least 125,000 words.  If I've only 

written out 300 phases, that would mean about 417 words per phase.  

In a case like that, I would likely go back through the phases and start 

looking for areas to expand.  If I can add another 100 phases, then I 

only need 312 or so words per phase.  If I can get the number of 

phases up to 500, then I only need 250 words per phase.   
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I also use the automatic numbering system in Microsoft Word to see 

how many phases I have. As I add a phase in earlier, it will 

automatically renumber the rest.   

Phases rarely ever come out at the exact word count assigned to 

them.  If you assign a lower word count than you expect to do, you're 

more likely to go over what you need, and that's good from a morale 

point of view.  It will help you move on to the next phase.  I've had 200 

word phases go to over 1000 words, and I've had some come in at 

less than 100 words.  Don't make your story fit to the phase word 

count, though it if is short you might consider adding some details.  

However, the phases are just a guideline to help your novel reach the 

length it needs to be at the end.  Generally, you want a lower 

approximate word count for each phase than you end up writing.  You 

might even just write a short first draft and expect to develop it into a 

longer one in the rewrite rather than through the phases.   

When you write out a phase, get key words and actions into the line. 

Then let your mind flow to where the character/story would go next. 

Write it out.  If it doesn't work, erase it and try again.  If you have a 
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snippet of dialogue, drop it into the phase and copy it out again when 

you get to that part of the story.  The same with descriptions, ideas... 

get them in there, and work with them.   

Since I'm not worried about grammar, perfection of prose, or any other 

'story' related problems, I can work my way through the story line in 

detail, but without obsessing about the mechanics of what I'm writing. 

When I work in phases like this, all I'm concerned about is the story's 

movement forward, and the crisis points.  It helps, in fact, to write 

down what you think will be the turning points of the story before you 

start the outline.  Yes, think that far ahead.  Where does the story 

start?  What major conflict do you imagine?  Where will it end?  These 

are things anyone starting a novel should at least consider in passing 

before they start.  They don't have to be set-in-stone answers.  

Endings, for instance, are notoriously flexible.  You might have started 

off with an 'everyone dies' scenario in mind, but a study of the market 

shows those types of stories are very hard to sell.  Readers invest time 

in characters, and they often feel short-changed and annoyed when 

they die at the end.  So, as you near the last section, you might find 

yourself modifying that original ending.   
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Do this sort of modifying, and any other, in the phase-outline.  Don't 

start writing your story until you have the outline entirely worked out -- 

and then fly with it.  Once you start writing, don't stop and second-

guess your outline.  You might rewrite sections of it during novel 

editing, but right now you have this story to write, not the one your 

mind starts playing with as soon as you commit to writing.   

You might -- as I have from time to time -- find that some phases need 

to be cut, or others need to be added in.  Do it.  Don't worry about it.  

What looks clear-cut during the outlining phases sometimes shows a 

few holes later.  Adding and subtracting is fine in limitation.  Just don't 

rewrite what you have.   

I also divide the phases up by days to give myself a set number to do.  

I list everything out in a Microsoft Excel worksheet (see below).  I've 

always worked well with goals (which is why phases and their word 

count numbers work so well for me), so I decide how many phases I 

want to do on any given day.  Ten phases of 200 words each is 2000 

words.  It can go very quickly that way.  Don't overload yourself, 

though.  I've found that nothing will make a story feel like work faster 
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than telling yourself you have to go write a certain number of words 

when you don't want to.  If you don't make your goal one day, there's 

always the next.   

DAY PHASE NEED  DID DIFFERENCE 

1 1 200 221 21 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

15 196 200 215 15 

. 197 200 250 50 

  

Always remember that writing a book is not a race.  If the writing 

happens to fly, that's great.  If the story needs more time, there's 

nothing wrong with that, either.  While the phase-outline might help 

you write a novel faster, its real purpose is to keep you on track with 

the story.   

If you have had trouble sticking to a story, or making it all the way to 

the end, this might help.  Try it, adapt it to your own style of work, and 

see what happens.  A couple years ago I never wrote with an outline.  
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Today I find myself as anxious to start a new outline as I am to start a 

new book.  You never know when you might find something new that 

works for you.    
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MY IMAGINARY OUTLINE 
 AND ME 

By  

Krista Heiser 

©2003, Krista Heiser  

I f you would have asked me a few months ago whether or not I 

use an outline when writing, I would have had a quick and easy 

answer:  No way.  In retrospect, I realize this response was 

somewhat misleading, which is why I've decided to revise my answer.   

I do use an outline, just not in the traditional sense.  

The word outline brings with it many connotations.  First and foremost, 

I think of paper and pencil.  Roman numerals.  Capital letters.  

Lowercase letters.  Numbers. To me an outline implies a structure 

you're obligated to follow.  

These associations were formed through years (and years) of 

schooling where even small 2-3 page writing assignments had to be 

broken down into an outline.  The requisite roman numerals, capital 
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and lowercase letters, and brief phrases determined the structure of 

every writing assignment.  Even without reading the paper, you could 

have summarized it simply by scanning the outline.  

So when asked about outlining in relation to my fiction writing, I would 

suppress a shudder and deny the need.  I considered myself an 

organic writer and thought of outlines as unnecessary and confining.   

Little did I realize I was lying to myself.   

I do use an outline.  And while it may break conventional rules by not 

being written out in some tangible form, it is still an outline.  It's my 

imaginary outline.  

Here's how it works:  

Novels are plotted, characters are created, and scenes are developed 

well before I ever put finger to keyboard.  I know the beginning and the 

end.  I can even begin writing at this developmental stage, although I'll 

admit there are times when the middle remains vague until I'm well 

into the story.   

Do I write out any of these ideas?  Nope.  Not a one.   
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Days or weeks can pass as the idea ferments, takes on flavor, and 

then matures into something substantial. Those parts that survive the 

chaos of my mind tend to emerge as cohesive stories.  Perhaps the 

secret resides in keeping the ending firmly in mind and making sure 

my central conflict never falls far from center-stage.  Whatever the 

case, this method has worked for me.   

So why then did I purposely join a class at Forward Motion in hopes of 

learning how to outline fiction?  Because I knew it worked for other 

writers and I wanted to find out if I had denied myself a critical tool for 

improving my writing skills.   

I'll admit the first time I had to provide an outline -- approximately 30 

scenes for the novel I planned to write -- I nearly pulled my hair out.  

However, knowing how terrible I would look if I were bald, I resisted 

the urge and persevered.  I muddled my way through the outline until I 

had something workable.  

In all honesty, it took far more effort to define the outline on paper than 

it did to store it haphazardly in my mental filing cabinets.  The reason, I 

believe, is simple.  While the outline in my mind was workable, it was 
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patchy at best.  Writing the scenes down really forced me to weigh the 

impact and significance they would have on the story.  

What kind of consequences did this have on my writing?  At first, I felt 

trapped—kind of like when you're on the interstate and the next exit 

isn't for fifty miles and the kids are in the backseat yelling they have to 

go.  Now.  Once I had struggled past this initial panic, I began to feel a 

sense of confidence. The rest area may not have been in sight but I 

could gauge my progress simply by glancing at the roadmap and 

watching the little towns pass one by one.      

So what happens when the writing wants to deviate from the straight 

and narrow interstate?  I've discovered it's all right to take a shortcut, 

or even the scenic route.  Some of the best road trips I've taken over 

the years are those where we've gotten off the interstate and seen a 

bit of the country.  In writing, as long as the story's central conflict 

remains firmly in mind, taking the unplanned exit ramp can be 

surprisingly rewarding.  

This is how I learned outlines are not the enemy.  They are not 

counter-intuitive to the creative process.  They are simply a roadmap, 
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a means to gauge your progress and to help you plan ahead.  Use 

them or not.  No one but you will ever know how far you strayed from 

the interstate.   
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MIND MAPPING YOUR PLOT 

By  

Kate Brown 

©2003, Kate Brown 

P lotting is my least favorite part of the writing process. By the 

time I've developed my characters and built my world, I 

want to sit down and write. Unfortunately, I am not a skilled 

enough organic writer to get my characters from start to finish without 

some sort of outline. For that reason I develop a mind map.   

Mind mapping can be a powerful plotting tool for visual thinkers. To 

me, the biggest benefit of a plot mind map is being able to see my 

story on a single sheet of paper. I can see concurrent events side-by-

side, and I can see how each plot element ties into the whole with a 

glance.    

Having a quick reference guide is not the only benefit a plot mind map 

provides. A good mind map can:   

1. Help you pin down what your main characters know and what 

they need to know for a successful plot resolution. If I develop a 
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mind map before I start writing, I find my characters making 

fewer leaps of godly logic in the first draft. This helps when it is 

time to revise.   

2. Help you keep track of your secondary characters' knowledge 

and motivations. I depend on this aspect of mind mapping when I 

use first-person perspective. My narrator does not always know 

what drives my secondary characters, but I need to in order to 

keep everyone in character.   

3. Help add layers to a linear plot. As you map, you will find 

natural points where subplots can begin and end. I find this 

aspect of mind mapping particularly helpful when it comes to 

managing my subplots. It is very easy to see dangling threads 

when, on your mind map, a plot element does not connect to a 

resolution.   

THE PROCESS   

Like any other plotting method, you can tailor mind mapping to meet 

your needs. When I only have a vague idea of my plot, I start at step 1. 

When I have a clear idea of my plot, I skip down to step 8.   
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1. Start with a blank piece of paper. At the top (or left if you 

prefer to work in landscape), write down the starting event for 

each of your characters and circle it. At the bottom (or right), 

write down your ending event.   

2. Ask yourself how you can get your characters from the 

beginning to the end. What is the most direct path? Write down 

the major plot elements and circle them. Be sure to leave 

enough room between circles for additional notes. If your 

characters are under time constraints, make note of when each 

major event needs to happen.   

3. Consider what your characters need to progress from step to 

step. Do they need to go to Old Man Johnson for a magic key? 

Write that down off to the side between the two plot points and 

circle it.   

4. Start to connect your plot elements together. Follow each side 

quest through to its resolution.   

5. Now it's time to have some fun. Look at your connections. Are 

your characters having an easy time getting what they need? 

Unleash your inner Evil Overlord and thwart your characters' 
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plans. Consider what can go wrong at each step. Then ask 

yourself how your characters will respond. Let them wander 

across the page trying to find resolutions to their problems.   

6. By this point, your paper should be a mess of circles and 

problems. Your path from start to finish is probably buried 

underneath overlapping lines and multiple sub quests. Give 

yourself some distance from your brainstorming. I usually set my 

messy mind map aside for a few hours to a day.   

7. When you've had enough distance, read over what you've 

done. Have a highlighter or different colored pen handy. Mark 

the most promising challenges and plot threads.    

8. Pull out a fresh piece of paper. Go back to your starting 

events, but don't write them down yet. Instead take a step back 

and use the top of your fresh sheet of paper to give your story 

context. What that context is can vary depending on your story 

and your needs. For example, in my mind map of Deceptions, a 

first-person fantasy/mystery blend, I used the events leading to 

one of my secondary character's involvement in the story as 

context. Not only do the events serve as a reminder that 
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Deceptions is only one story in a large world, but they also 

helped me keep my secondary character's actions consistent 

with her character.   

9. Once you have your story's context, start walking through your 

plot in chronological order, circling your plot elements and 

connecting them with arrows as you work down the page. Be 

sure to leave some space around each event so you can add 

notes to yourself as you write.   

10. When you are done, take a moment to make sure the events 

flow they way you want them to. At this stage, I usually number 

the events in the order I think they will appear in my narrative. 

Also check for any dangling plot threads and glaring plot holes. 

Now you get to move on to the really fun part -- writing!   

HELPFUL LINKS   

http://www.maps.jcu.edu.au/netshare/learn/mindmap/   

Explanation of different types of mind mapping from James Cook 

University. Includes sample mind maps.   
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http://www.coun.uvic.ca/learn/program/hndouts/map_ho.html   

A brief article on concept mapping from Counseling Services at the 

University of Victoria  
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NOVEL OUTLINES:  
A CASE STUDY OF TWO 

NOVELS 
By 

Bob Marshall 

©2003, Bob Marshall  

I  used outlines in drafting two legal thriller novels, STEALING 

SECRETS and a sequel STEALING LIVES. My experience may 

help other writers decide how to use outlines in their own work. 

Background  

Sometime in 1995 or 1996, I decided to write a novel about high tech 

trade secret thefts. Patent law did not seem exciting enough to sustain 

a reader's interest in a novel, but trade secret theft did. On reaching 

about 27,000 words in the summer of 2000, I calculated that I needed 

600 words per day to finish by the end of the year. My day job (and 

sometimes my day and night job) as a patent attorney didn't leave me 

much time for writing. However, writing at this pace was easier than I 
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expected. It was enough to keep the work moving forward and not so 

much that it taxed my time and ability.  

I started writing STEALING SECRETS the same way I had written 

short stories, with all the planning in my head. However, when I 

increased my writing pace to 600 words per day, I soon caught up to 

the plot in my head. I found I could not plot fast enough to sustain the 

writing pace. So I jumped past the current point to the climatic 

escape/chase scene. This scene had been in my head for a long time.  

When I finished the escape/chase scene, I stalled again. Then I took 

the time to do some plotting and wrote a scene-by-scene outline of the 

whole novel. First, I backfilled the outline for the parts I had already 

written. I then filled in scenes between where I had bogged down and 

the end. With a printed outline in hand, I returned to writing and was 

immediately back to 600 words per day. I used the outline as a guide 

and not a straightjacket. Sometimes the characters took me where I 

hadn't planned.  

The outline helped beyond getting my writing back on track. While 

finishing STEALING SECRETS, I also used the outline to revise and 
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expand the ending. Later, when I was editing, I discovered that I 

needed to rearrange scenes and even whole chapters. The scene-by-

scene outline let me do this task at a higher level of abstraction. Still 

later, I used the outline as the basis for my synopsis.  

Since completing STEALING SECRETS, I began work on the sequel 

STEALING LIVES. This time I started with an outline. As a result, I did 

not stall in the middle of STEALING LIVES.  

My outline was a word processor table with a cell for each scene. Each 

cell included the point of view character and a few words about the 

scene. (Both novels use limited third person with a single point of view 

character per scene.)  I don't think the form I used mattered. The 

printed table was easy to carry with my computer. A bunch of 3x5 

cards and a rubber band may have worked just as well.  

Here's what the novel outlines did for me:  

1. Muddled Middle -- In my first novel an outline got me through 

the muddled middle of the novel. In the second I avoided stalling 

out in the middle. With the outline I always had a plan for what to 
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write next. This helped me get going after a hard day slaving 

over patent applications.  

2. Editing Help -- For both novels I did a lot of editing after the 

first draft. In STEALING SECRETS, I re-wove the separate 

threads of the narrative near the end. The scene outline made 

this much easier. In several instances I decided I needed 

additional "narrative space" between happenings of one thread. 

The outline enabled me to find the right spots for relocating 

scenes. I cut much of the draft in both novels, leaving some 

chapters their original length and some very short. The scene 

word counts in my outline let me find the shifts I needed to re-

balance the chapters.  

3. Synopsis -- Had I known how hard it would be to write the 

synopsis needed to market a novel, I might never have started. I 

converted my word processor table outline into plain text. That 

gave me something to edit into the synopsis rather than staring 

at a blank computer screen.  

Example  
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Below is an example of the first page of my outline for STEALING 

LIVES. The table is divided into chapters by a blank row of cells.  The 

numbers in the right hand column are the chapter and scene word 

counts entered after writing.  

   

   STEALING LIVES     

         

Pro  Demoted  437  

   Liao -- waiting in trail car for truck, opening scene 

truck hijacking, musing about problems working with 

"local" labor force  

435  

         

1  Hijacking  4362  

   Liao --  semi-stopped at fake accident, driver 

snatched, truck taken to deserted barn, truck 

unloaded, when truck taken back to original scene 

renegade thief attempts to force Liao into revealing 

value of cargo, Liao disarms him and sends the group 

1517  
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away  

   Don -- at his office getting ready for meeting with 

Katharine, he calls Katharine and she says finish and 

then come, he finishes and leaves his office  

518  

   Don -- at Katharine's office discussing hostile take-

over bid Inscon of Environmental Semiconductors, 

flip-flop control scenario, outsider takes control and 

insider incentive stock options exercisable problem 

with obtaining financing for employee stock options 

exercisable on change of control, difficult sell, they 

discuss other scenarios white knight and porcupine 

partners  

2324  

         

2  Blow Up  3392  

   Liao -- waiting on road for truck to come, musing 

about PRC and Taiwan the whys of organized trade 

secret theft, truck tries to run fake accident blockade, 

truck crashes, Liao tries to rescue driver, checks on 

thieves in one car, calls 911 with bad location, gets 

3388  
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operative to unload truck, calls vans to help, calls to 

correct location, loads only part of cargo, cooperates 

with authorities  

   

Bob Marshall has a day job as an in-house patent attorney for a 

semiconductor manufacturer. The U.S. government prints his 

best nonfiction as patents.  
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BETTER WRITING THROUGH 
ORGANIZED CHAOS 

By  

Jon Chaisson 

©2003, Jon Chaisson  

I 've been writing seriously since 1984, when I was in seventh 

grade.  I still remember that day I swiped a pile of lined paper 

from the teacher's desk and began writing stories.  Mind you, 

most of those stories never made it past three or four pages, but even 

then I knew I'd be writing novels.  Within those few pages would be the 

introduction to the lead characters and to the situation they found 

themselves in.  It wasn't until three years later that I finally finished one 

of those stories, a war novel set in my hometown and inspired by the 

Cold War and a heavy dose of music.  Thankfully, it remains 

unpublished.  

What I found, when I examined this first novel (looking far past the 

horrendous grammar and overused clichés) was an ability to write 

prose with absolutely no plot outlines written out beforehand.  I still use 
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the same process to this day, and though I still run into a few 

roadblocks here and there, I haven't had much of a problem with it.  I 

make up most of a story as I go along, with a very vague idea of where 

I want it to go.  How vague?  Consider my plan for my latest work in 

progress, a sequel to the book I just finished:  People are now 

awakened to their spiritual-slash-alien side.  Ancient memories of a 

spiritual war are emerging within them, just as their foe is about to 

strike.  

That's it.  That's all I'm going on right now.  Everything else is open 

season.  

I can just see some writers cowering in fear as they witness the birth of 

a bloated manuscript with absolutely no direction or meaning 

whatsoever.  To be honest, that's exactly how I see each novel I write 

when I first start it.  Just how big and unwieldy is this thing going to 

get?  Then I remind myself:  write it as if you're reading it.  

That is the number one rule to Chaotic Writing.  I don't try to save the 

world with my prose; I just want to write a book that readers will enjoy 

reading.  In order to do that, I have to write as if I'm reading the book 
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for the first time.  If I'm reading a long bit of prose that drones on and 

on with no apparent ending in sight, obviously I'm going to skip forward 

a few paragraphs until I find something I like.  And if it still doesn't end, 

I'm going to put the book down.  The same goes for writing—if I'm 

slaving over a scene that doesn't seem to be going anywhere, I'm 

going to edit it out and try again.  

The thing I enjoy most about this method of writing, and one I'm sure 

others have secretly admitted enjoying, is what I call "putting a wrench 

in the works."  This is a clever name for "plot twist," but to me it works 

because sometimes I really don't know what's going to happen until 

after I've written it.  Rule Number Two:  when things seem to be going 

fine in the characters' lives, give the plot an unexpected and very 

sharp turn -- as long as it's believable.  For example, I've just put one 

major character in the hospital and two MCs are missing.  This was 

quite a feat, as I had to rely on a secondary character to pull the story 

along for a chapter or two!  Sure, it's risky, but it was a plot twist too 

good to pass up and it worked.  I should also point out that this rule is 

also great for breaking writer's block, as I've used it quite a few times 

for that very reason.  
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The Third Rule: as long as the plot continues to move forward and 

without increasing disbelief, you're good to go.  Can't get any simpler 

than that.  

Any other methods I use in Chaotic Writing are purely cosmetic:  

keeping a list of character names, certain important dates, conlangs, 

and any other important reference files is fine.  Jotting down sudden 

ideas while away from the manuscript is not only allowed, but also 

highly suggested.  And of course, bouncing ideas off coworkers or 

other people interested in your novel is a good thing as well.  

As I said before, everything else is open season.  
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HOW TO STEAL A STORY 

By 

Gerri Baker 

©2003, Gerri Baker  

Muse flee the country with your creativity in tow? Sayings 

like "There are no new plots" got you down? Tired of 

facing down plot points going awry? When a writer 

wants to start a new project, sometimes the hardest thing is deciding 

what project to do, and there's little worse than wanting to write and 

having nothing to work on. Fortunately, a tried and true method is 

available: stealing classical stories.  

But isn't that plagiarism? Answer: No. Plagiarism is when whole 

passages are copied without giving proper credit to the original author. 

Other ways to plagiarize are changing the character names and 

keeping the rest the same, or rewriting the prose by changing every 

third word.  
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Instead, stealing a story involves figuring out what made the story into 

a classic in the first place, in elements such as plot, characterization, 

theme, setting, etc. Once those things are defined, take those basics 

and twist the hell out of them. Change the setting. Make different parts 

of the plot take place at different times. Find similar themes that shift 

emphasis. Change the sexes of all the characters, or, if appropriate, 

change the races or even species of the characters. Move everything 

around and see what comes up.  

All that advice is easy to say and hard to do. Identify theme? Shift plot 

points? What? How does this happen? Here's an example.  

Pick a favorite story, one of the classics. Shakespeare? Nawh. Too 

easy of a target. What about an adventure story? Gulliver's Travels? 

Nope. Too political, and the wrong kind of politics for most modern 

stories. Moby Dick? NO! No madmen on a quest after the Holy Grail 

of...errr....Did Melville steal that plot? Oh, dear... Something else then. 

How about Robinson Crusoe? The story has a straightforward plot to 

work with, some interesting characterizations, and one hell of a social 

theme that's old-fashioned, but still usable, especially if the setting 
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gets changed. Hmmm. Ok. Sounds like a plan. (And may Daniel Defoe 

spin in his grave.)  

Next thing to do is get a quick overview of Robinson Crusoe, just the 

basics. Robinson Crusoe was a sailor shipwrecked on an island off the 

African coast. As the sole survivor, he set about civilizing the land 

around him (an important theme) and creating a habitable, if semi-

primitive lifestyle. He rescues a savage, Friday, from cannibals and 

sets about making the savage into a civilized manservant (again, the 

civilizing theme). Together, they figure out a way to chase the 

cannibals away and stay safe for over three decades until rescue 

comes.  

Review over. Questions commence.  

The first question to answer, simply because too many other answers 

come from this point, is "when and where is this new story going to be 

set?" Go for the obvious issue first: in order to be a castaway story, 

isolation and abandonment is key. So, wherever the story goes, no 

one can come the to soon-to-be character's rescue.  
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When becomes important, and brings up another question: what 

genre? Historical? Blah. Too easy, as well as making it tempting to 

follow Defoe's example too closely. Fantasy? Hmm. Maybe. How 

would fantasy carry the civilizing the world around him theme? But 

science fiction... hmmm... Plenty of opportunity here. Most of the 

stories in science fiction, especially colonization stories, have at the 

very least an undercurrent of changing the environment to suit the 

colonists instead of the other way around. And there's travel involved 

in space science fiction, which gives plenty of chances to strand our 

hapless character. Great!  

So the genre is science fiction. The setting is space, perhaps a colony, 

or perhaps a wreck of some kind gets our new Crusoe there. But who 

will be the Friday? And what about those cannibals? Hmm. More 

questions to answer.  

Go back to theme. "Civilizing the world around me." The environment 

stuff is easy to pick out. Dump the guy on an unknown planet with a 

survival knife and a canteen so he can survive long enough to civilize 

things. But then there's Friday. Another human he's got to convince to 
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be civilized? We're not doing Lord of the Flies! The story has to have 

aliens -- no real way around it without playing with a lot of time line 

variables. Too much work.  

What kind of aliens? Cute, fuzzy, lovable things that can easily be 

trained up to be loyal and faithful servants and civilized beings 

eventually? Gack! Not to mention 'where's the challenge?' No, these 

aliens need to have more substance to them. After all, they probably 

will need to be the cannibal's stand-in.  

Another issue rears its ugly head. How valid for the era of political 

correctness is the theme of civilized man being forced to civilize a 

primitive land and people in order to survive? Especially the second 

thing, the people. Most Native Americans considered themselves 

civilized until the Europeans came along and enforced a different 

brand of civilization on them, by the sword and gun if necessary. Ooo. 

What if the aliens looked at the humans like a species that needed to 

be civilized according to the alien code, and vice versa? Conflict, 

anyone?  
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Now, there's a war. Each side wants to subjugate the other in order to 

bring the opposite species into "civilization."  There's an excuse to 

strand this poor sucker on a planet, with lots of avenues to do so. Is he 

shot down as he goes in for a survey mission? An advance scout for 

the colonists? Well, those ideas might work, except that either way 

he's going to have too much equipment to work with. This guy needs 

to be down to his survival knife and canteen. Hey, isn't that what they 

basically give military pilots? Ooo. That's settled. He gets shot down 

by the aliens. And it goes with the war thing! Two birds, one stone.  

So lay out the pieces so far. Human military pilot goes down over a 

primitive but inhabitable planet, probably near the war zone so it's not 

on the list to be colonized any time soon. His buddies think he's dead, 

so they leave him stranded on the planet. He has to survive all by 

himself. Except we need Friday. Alien. Yeah. So we need to strand an 

alien down there. Heck, why not make the alien another fighter pilot 

with about the same amount of gear? That way, they don't have an 

advantage over each other.  
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What would compel these two testosterone laden men...oops. Wait a 

sec. First of all, why do the aliens suddenly have testosterone? And 

why are they both male? Should this story stay that close to the book? 

Why not? Having a male and a female would throw far too many kinks 

into a story. No romances! Stay focused! With two women...Women 

might think differently about the world than men do. That kind of shift 

could yank the whole thing too far off course. Stay male; it's safer.  

Two male fighter pilots who are crash-landed in dangerous territory on 

a primitive planet, and they can only depend on each other. They hate 

each other, but they need each other. So they become temporary non-

enemies, then allies, then buddies. Great. That's a wonderful first half 

of a book. But where are the cannibals? And what happens to the 

tension between the human and the alien? They're friends now. Poof. 

Major source of conflict gone.  

Apply Holly's method here. Kill one of them. The human is probably 

the character of contact for the reader, so he's necessary. Bye bye, 

alien. sniff  Miss you. So the cannibals get the alien, and then the 

human goes on the run...straight into a brick wall. Hello! Theme, 
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anyone? Not much about civilizing another species when the guy 

takes off in Fugitive mode. Plus, the story loses its Friday without a 

replacement.  

Replace Friday, add a different stressor/conflict, but one that still deals 

with the theme. Hmmm. Toughie. Does the alien have to die? Well, 

rescue is possible, but they haven't been gone long enough. Alien still 

has to die. Can we make him a her? Dying in childbirth is a time-

honored death, one that's tear-jerking without being artificial. No! Still 

no romance! Bring in a new alien? How? Another space battle? Won't 

adding another downed alien pilot just retread the original half of the 

book? Having another human won't do theme any good, either.  

Brick wall. Slam head. Where's the path? Back to the romance thing. 

Somewhere in this story, breeding needs to take place in order to 

replace the one dying. The likelihood of humans and another intelligent 

species being able to interbreed without a whole slew of highly 

advanced medical equipment is slim at best. So the alien has to be 

pregnant sometime before being in a fight. But there's still this whole 

male/female vibe that needs to be avoided.  
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What kind of alien is this, anyway? Eeek! Obvious question 

overlooked! But a perfect opportunity to make sure there's no nookie 

between characters. Assume a mostly-terran planet of origin, and the 

same spread of animal kingdom. What's the dominate species? 

Mammals run too much risk of being compatible. Insects? No! Next. 

Avians? Hmmm...maybe. But avians tend to be too delicate. Reptiles. 

Oooo...reptiles. Snakes and dinosaurs and stuff. Yeah. And the body 

parts don't match up. Cool. Oh, what the heck. Go all the way. Make 

the reptilian aliens hermaphroditic. Yeah, it's almost a cheap cop-out, 

but what the heck. As long as it's all established somewhere, it's good 

to go.  

So, alien pilot dies giving birth to baby. Human pilot has to raise baby. 

Emotional attachment ensues; Daddy to alien hermaphrodite. And, of 

course, Daddy can't raise baby to be reptile. Daddy has to raise baby 

to be human. Possibilities abound for twists in there. But where are the 

cannibals?  

Ok, they can't be cannibals. Modern audiences, even hard-core SF 

fans, aren't going to be fond of human or reptile flesh eating monsters 
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who otherwise act as normalish intelligent species because they 

consider cannibalism reprehensible. There's the key! Reprehensible! 

What other kinds of people in the modern time period would be 

considered as awful as cannibals were in the early 1700's? Terrorists? 

Why would terrorists be interested in a primitive planet that had 

absolutely no political significance? Hmm. Slavers? That's a pretty hot 

button to push. Why would slavers be down there? There doesn't 

seem to be much draw to a planet that is so primitive and untouched–

except there's all those natural resources waiting to be mined, and 

slave labor is cheap, esp. if the slavers use POW's.  

And make the slavers human. That way, the baby, now a youth, gets 

taken to the pits and allows the adult human to be rescued by the 

slavers, then gives him an enemy to defeat in order to cross the final 

bridge between the two species. After all, both sides recognize 

parenting as a component of civilization. So maybe they aren't so far 

apart as they thought. The door is opened.  

So, now here's the new story: Reptile and human fighter pilots shoot 

each other down over a primitive planet, and then end up depending 
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on each other for survival. Loathing gives way to grudging respect, 

which gives way to true friendship. Hermaphrodite reptile gives birth, 

then dies, forcing human pilot to care for newborn. He raises the child 

in human culture, alone on the planet. Slavers come, return human to 

the military, take reptile child as slave. Human rescues child, and 

together, they create a bond between the two species.  

If by now the story sounds familiar, it should. It's the story to the movie 

Enemy Mine, released in 1985, starring Dennis Quaid and Louis 

Gossett, Jr., based on a short novel by Barry Longyear. The movie is 

an excellent exploration into what it means to be friends and parents to 

alien cultures, and what boundaries can, and can't, be crossed 

between the two. But underlying the obvious male bonding, friendship, 

and growth is the undercurrent of the struggle between two 

civilizations with very different ideas of what civilized means.  

I don't know if Longyear used this method to develop his original story. 

Whether he did or not is moot for this particular exercise. The 

elements of Robinson Crusoe are all there, altered, rearranged, and, in 

some cases, outright changed.  
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The same process takes us from the Arthurian grail quests to Moby 

Dick, Dangerous Liaisons to Cruel Intentions, Taming of the Shrew to 

10 Things I Hate about You. The process works. Break down the 

important elements; alter them in time, space, characterization, and 

theme until the whole thing comes together in an original form.  

Then mail the muse a ticket back home. She's got work to do.  
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REMEMBER THE AUDIENCE 

By  

Jean Schara 

©2003, Jean Schara  

William Zinsser, in On Writing Well, insists you need to 

write for yourself first—an audience of one.  Ultimately, 

this is true, but to sell a product you will need to find a 

balance between the paying audience and your personal style—

without compromising your integrity.   

I periodically hear the question "Is such-and-such a topic OK to write 

about?"  This question usually prompts many follow-up questions, but 

this article will only cover one:  Who is your audience?  If you are not 

writing for sale, this question is less important; however, if you expect 

to receive payment for your work, those paying you determine your 

readership, both for work already sold or commissioned and for work 

with an undefined audience.  
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"Know your audience" is the premiere point driven home in technical 

writing classrooms everywhere; however, it applies for all writers.  

People frequently ask if they should write about a certain topic in their 

work in progress (WIP).  I always think, "It depends upon your 

intended audience."  

With a consideration for who will read your work, you can write about 

nearly any subject for a willing audience.  If you have sold your story 

and are writing for a specific agent, editor, or publisher, then you need 

to please them before your public will get to read your work.  However, 

at what point in the writing process must you consider audience?  It 

depends upon your writing process — but it must take place before 

submitting your work for publication.   

If you do pre-writing, you might find it helpful to consider your final 

audience when determining content and tone.  Some people, however, 

prefer to get their ideas on paper (or into an electronic file) before 

turning a critical eye toward them.  Others like to produce a near final 

draft in the first take—writing and re-writing as they go.  
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If you have sold the piece before writing it, your life will be easier if you 

research your audience first.  Ask yourself the following questions:  

•  Who is your audience?  

•  What is the purpose of the piece (to inform, to persuade, to 

entertain)?  

•  What are your audience's expectations?  

•  How much do they already know about the subject?  

•  How much will you, the author, need to explain to them?  

•  Do you have all the information they will need?  

•  Why should they read what you write?  

Your writing preferences determine when you act upon those 

questions.  Consider your reader during your writing, giving it a lot of 

attention or a little.  As you edit or re-write, incorporate audience 

consideration into your process.  During the creative process, 

something may have interested you, but carried you away from your 
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audience.  Editing or re-writing is the time to wrestle these things into 

line.  

Finally, during critique sessions, listen to your critiquer's comments.  If 

it is not already included, consider adding an audience section to your 

critique format—something like "Who do you think the audience is for 

this piece?"  The answer will help you determine if you have met your 

goals in addressing your audience.  

If your piece is unsold, you have more options.  Most notably, the 

opportunity to write the piece of your dreams and then try to match it 

with a buyer who is looking for just the piece you have written, thus 

achieving writer nirvana!  

Will that work?  Chances are you will have to adjust your writing for 

your potential buyer.  Perhaps you have written a sensitive piece about 

a young, committed gay couple.  You should be able to sell this piece; 

however, the subject matter will limit your audience.  For instance, this 

piece is unlikely to sell to the Southern Baptist Convention (even if 

your couple is Southern Baptist), but it is likely to sell in more markets 

now than it would have ten years ago.   
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Do your market research.  Perhaps you have written a screenplay or 

sitcom about aliens living among us in our society.  Of course, this has 

already been done quite successfully in several iterations—"Mork and 

Mindy," "Alf," "Third Rock from the Sun," or "Men in Black" to name a 

few examples.  In each example, we saw a different illustration of the 

common theme, and clearly, the audience for this material is broader 

and more receptive than the previous example.  Perhaps you want to 

write about gay aliens living among us in our society.  Who ever 

complains about alien sexuality?  This approach might be worth a try.   

Write your story; just make sure you direct the story you write to your 

intended audience.  You can do it; you will find a way.  You will know 

when it happens—your work will sell, and you will be proud of what 

you produced.  

   

On Writing Well, William Zinsser, Harper and Row, 

Publishers, Inc., 1985 (Third Edition), ISBN: 0-06-015409-

8.  
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CRITIQUING THE NEW WRITER 

By 

Valerie Serdy 

©2003, Valerie Serdy  

I 'm a member of Holly Lisle's Forward Motion.  Once a month, I've 

gone over to my local Barnes and Noble's writers' group.  I 

recently met another writer at my gym before yoga class.  In each 

situation, I've been granted the opportunity and challenge of critiquing 

a new writer.  

You've probably met these new writers, too.  They are eager and 

excited.  They've probably thought about writing for months or years 

but various things always stood in their way.  Finally, they've removed 

their obstacles.  They've put pen to paper, or fingers to keyboard, and 

they've written something -- a lot of somethings, usually, that never 

really went anywhere.  By the time they meet you, a world-traveler of a 

writer, they've finished a short story, or maybe a chapter in a novel.  

And they want you to read it.  
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The new writers don't just want a critique.  They do want to improve 

their writing and they want encouragement.  Writing is hard.  Getting 

past the obstacles in their way and actually completing something is 

hard.  And that battle has to be fought on a regular basis.  They want 

to know whether they have any talent at all; they want to know whether 

it's worth fighting that battle over and over again.  

And they've asked you.  

And in the asking, it's as if the new writer has given you her soul 

carefully typed up on 12-bond paper.  Your words can have a great 

impact.  A poorly worded critique can crush the fledgling writer.  A 

lackluster critique will allow her to continue making the same mistakes 

that will earn a rejection slip if she submits her work.  A critique that 

only focuses on the problems of a story will not only have the writer 

discouraged, but also cause her to get rid of what was good in the 

rewrite.  Just as many new writers cannot recognize what is bad about 

their writing, they also cannot recognize what is good.  

It's a balancing act.  You must encourage, teach, and mentor.  You 

must point out the problem areas as well as the sparkling gems.  You 
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should explain why one sentence is a problem and why another 

sentence is not.  As if that wasn't hard enough, your critique will teach 

by example.  Many new writers have never critiqued another piece.  

They are likely to use your critique of their works as an example of 

what should be done.  

So, how do you perform the balancing act?  It doesn't matter whether 

you read the piece all in one sitting and then go back, or whether you 

critique it as you go.  I've done both; I've seen benefits to both.  In the 

end, I think it's a matter of personal preference.  I am going to cover 

how you organize your critique.  These suggestions should help 

whether you're sitting across the table from someone or critiquing on 

an Internet forum where everything is typed, and presumably 

proofread for both content and gentleness.  

First, start out with any preferences or biases you have.  Don't like 

vampire fiction, but got roped into reading it?  Hate techno-babble in 

science fiction?  Love romance?  Let the writer know this.  It will help 

her understand why you chose not to comment on her vampire 
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mythology or why you keep suggesting the main characters to show 

their emotions more fully to each other.  

Also, let the writer know whether you have a background that gives 

you an expertise in some area covered by her story.  Do you sail?  

Weave?  Are you a medical doctor?  An engineer?  These 

backgrounds might color your experiences and provide a different 

glimpse into the veracity of an author's work.  A new writer may 

receive four critiques stating her emergency room scene seemed very 

real, but you, as a nurse or doctor, may think all the patients would die 

of an infection from the unclean procedures described.  Tell this to the 

writer.  I got great comments from a jewelry maker once, but if I hadn't 

known she made jewelry, I might have been tempted to ignore her 

feedback about a charm that appeared in one of my stories.  

With all that background out of the way, it's time to start the critique.  

Always start with what's good.  This is the encouragement part of the 

balancing act.  I've never read something from a new writer that was 

so bad it had absolutely nothing to redeem it, even if that golden 

nugget was buried under a mound of comma splices, sentence 
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fragments, and adverbial dialog tags.  But don't stop there.  Go on to 

explain why it's good.  Is the dialog, although formatted poorly, so real 

you feel you're overhearing these characters at the table next to you?  

Is the pacing perfect?  Are the descriptions so real you can reach out 

and touch that ball gown?  Does the writer have a great gift with puns 

(even if you hate them), or a wonderful turn of phrase that sticks in 

your mind?  

Now you can move on to the problem areas.  I find that for new writers 

especially, a line-by-line edit isn't useful.  Many new writers 

consistently make the same mistake over and over again.  Some 

writers format dialog incorrectly, and others uses fragments to 

describe something.  Some always combine sentences with commas.  

Most of these errors are technical or grammatical in nature but they 

can really bog down your ability to read a story and make you think the 

story has more problems than it actually may.   

I point out those consistent mistakes before mentioning specific 

problem areas.  I follow that up with why it's a problem and then finally 

with ways to fix the problem.  I'll try to do this with examples from the 
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author's own text, pointing to a problem area and then offering a 

suggestion to fix it.  

Sometimes it's hard to explain why something is a problem because 

it's simply a rule.  'It just is' rarely works as a good explanation, but 

often that's the only explanation you can give, short of citing the page 

number in the grammar book of your choice.  But even in these cases, 

it's useful to point out that it is a rule.  Many people simply never 

officially learned grammar or were so amazingly bored while studying it 

they've forgotten everything.  So if you see a grammar rule being 

flagrantly violated, please point it out.  

After any consistent mistakes, I point out other problems I noticed.  

Again, I explain why it is a problem and some ideas to fix it.  These 

problems can be harder to explain.  Explaining POV shifts, pointing out 

exactly where they happen and why they don't work is hard for the 

critiquer, but very useful to the writer.  Verb tense is the same way.  

I've come across a few pieces written entirely in present tense.  It's 

unclear to me whether this is a problem or a stylistic choice so I simply 
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point out that it isn't done often in novel-length works and let it go at 

that.  

And speaking of personal preference, some things you find will be just 

that, especially word choice suggestions.  If you find yourself making 

those comments, it's a good idea to state that it is your personal 

preference.  For example, my biggest pet peeve in fiction is the word 

"literally."  I go crazy and have been known to throw a book across a 

room for this single word.  It won't prevent me from picking up the book 

again later and skipping that hateful word, but I've clearly got some 

feelings for it.  Point out your pet peeves when you critique a piece.  It 

allows the writer to rank your comments against other comments he or 

she receives to determine who wins when she receives dissenting 

opinions.  

Finally, all problem areas out of the way, take some time at the end of 

the critique to reassure the writer.  Mention how common the errors 

you've seen are, or how you used to make them when you got started 

(or how any haunt you still).  Point out how much better the piece will 

read once grammatical and formatting errors are fixed.  People almost 
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invariably remember the negative comments over the good ones so 

this is a good time to downplay the feedback you've provided.   

It's also a good time to remind the writer of those golden nuggets you 

found.  You don't need to spend as much time here as you did at the 

beginning of the critique, but do reiterate what you found that was 

good.  In my experience, new writers grow a bit faint at the feedback 

you've provided.  I've been on the receiving end of more than a few 

deer-in-the-headlights looks after a thorough critique and this final 

recap of the good stuff is sometimes the only thing that saves a new 

writer from chucking it all and taking up bowling.  

I enjoy the opportunity to critique the new writer.  It provides me with 

an opportunity to pay forward all the help I've received.  But it's also a 

big responsibility.  I've received poor critiques from people that made 

me want to burn the story they read and just quit.  I'd hate to think that 

my comments could cause someone that same kind of grief when all 

they needed was a little more practice to write a terrific story.   By 

taking the time to balance good and bad feedback, encouragement 

and criticism, I find new writers gain a good sense of what they need to 
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do to improve without losing their enthusiasm for their stories.  And 

that's what critiquing is all about.  

#  

valswriting@hotmail.com  
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SELLING NON-FICTION 

By 

Bob Billing 

©2003, Bob Billing   

I n November 2002, I was browsing the web looking for computer 

books. I realised that one of the major UK publishers -- in 

business for over fifty years, and famous for a line of self-

instruction texts -- didn't have one on the Linux operating system.  

Linux, for those not familiar with it, is the brainchild of the brilliant 

Finnish programmer, Linus Torvalds. It is an alternative operating 

system for not only on PCs, but also servers, Macintosh, and other 

top-end machines such as the Alpha. It has its own desktop 

environment, and is very easy to use once you have it set up and 

spectacularly reliable. I've been using it for about six years now and it's 

never failed on me.  
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I spent a few hours cruising around the web, first to convince myself 

that the book didn't exist, and then to learn more about the publisher. I 

finally tracked down the editor of the series and wrote a long e-mail 

detailing my experience with Linux and what I'd already written, and 

describing the sort of book I thought would fill the gap in their list.  

Then I hit SEND.  

Well, I thought, that was a waste of an afternoon. I've been sending 

proposals, even completed manuscripts, to publishers for sixteen 

years now and collected enough rejection letters to wallpaper the 

bathroom.  

Five and a half minutes later I had a reply to the e-mail. The editor 

wanted to see a proper proposal.  

Some jubilant gibbering later I sat down to put the submission package 

together. I'd been asked to provide a sample chapter, synopsis and my 

curriculum vitea. The CV -- a brief biographical resume of career and 

training -- was easy.  As a software contractor I keep it permanently on 

file.  
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Putting together the synopsis wasn't that difficult. I wandered around 

for a few days with a notepad, adding topics that I thought the reader 

had to know, crossing off ones that were too advanced, and shuffling 

the order around.  I suffered agonies of indecision until everything 

clicked into place and I had twelve chapter headings, broken down into 

apparently endless sub-sections.  

Then came the sample chapter. I know what textbooks ought to sound 

like: "...this result, which is a lemma, of MacWombat's theorem is left 

as an exercise for the reader."  

However, that didn't seem to sit with the publisher's upbeat "You can 

do anything if you try" approach to self-instruction. I had to break down 

the barrier of respectable academia, drop the stuffy, passive voice and 

language and simply chat to the reader. This was the beginning of 

wisdom for me: the realisation that the way I would teach Linux to 

someone sitting next to me was the way to write the book.  

There is, of course, always the proverbial insect in the unguent, the 

pinch of sand in the sugar bowl. The first thing a new user has to do 
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with Linux - and therefore logically the subject of the first chapter - is 

install it. And installation is one of the trickiest things about Linux.  

I managed it. The text went through a string of rewrites before I was 

happy, but in the end I got there. Not by trying to make it sound easy, 

but by being honest about the problems, and describing what can go 

wrong and how to recover from each difficulty.  

I parcelled it up and sent it off, and then went away for Christmas.  

Nothing happened.  

I left it alone - editors don't like to be chased - for a week or two. Then 

very timidly I enquired if it had arrived.  

It had, the editor liked it, and she was going to put it to the committee.  

I waited.  

An e-mail arrived. "That's it," I muttered, "the rejection." Bear in mind 

they every book-length submission for sixteen years had ended in a 

rejection.  

It was the acceptance.  
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I screamed.  

Then I e-mailed everyone who had been involved, and ran around in a 

state of limited-sanity euphoria for the rest of the day.  

The contract turned up in the post a few mornings later. I hadn't used 

an agent and my normally tame lawyer confessed to not knowing a lot 

about publishing.  

The Society of Authors in London has a scheme for the newly-

published. It lets a first-timer join as soon as he has an offer, and use 

their contract vetting service on the first contract. I sent off my cheque 

for £80 and a photocopy of the contract. They then lost the contract, 

found it again, apologised for the delay and sent me a three-page fax 

of things to query. I edited these into an e-mail and sent it off. To my 

enormous surprise the publisher agreed to almost every point, and at 

once sent out an amended contract.  

I signed it and sent it back, and by return another envelope arrived - 

with a cheque for the first half of the advance.  

Suddenly it all became very real. I'm a proper writer. I get paid.  
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That was just over two months ago, and I have four more months 

before the deadline. The book is taking shape - I'm over half way with 

the first draft - and it's well on schedule.  

The non-fiction market is out there. If there's any subject that you care 

enough about to have studied it in depth, and if you can master the 

mechanics of getting what you know down on paper, you stand a good 

chance of making a sale.  

If you want to try, I would like to offer three tips to help you.  

1. Be PRECISE. Make everything as accurate as is humanly 

possible. Check your references, and try out your instructions 

exactly as you have written them. Don't trust your memory 

when you can look things up.  

2. Be PROMPT. Do what you say you will by the time you 

agreed to do it. Reply quickly to e-mails, and get the proposal 

in a few days before the agreed date.  

3. Be PROFESSIONAL. Get names right, send things to the 

correct address, format your manuscript properly - there are 
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plenty of articles to tell you how. Avoid gimmicks, say what 

you mean in the covering letter and above all stick to the 

point.  

   

Finally, I'd like to offer a few words about writing to a deadline. It's 

easy to think you can work all day and night, seven days a week, on a 

project that interests you. Your body will not agree. It will come up with 

all sorts of reasons why you should be in another profession, in 

another country or in hospital. Pace yourself. Take at least one clear 

day a week off. Get out occasionally, ride a horse or shampoo the cat. 

Don't agonise about a wasted day when the bank makes a total 

flamingo of a simple transaction, and you spend six hours listening to 

their hold music. These things even out as long as you keep up a 

steady, sensible rate of work.  

And above all enjoy doing it.  
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A DASH OF THIS AND A 
SPRINKLE OF THAT: 
RECOGNIZING THE 

INDIVIDUALITY OF SF 
By  

T.L. Cobern 

©2003, T. L. Cobern  

To me, writing is much like cooking.  I can learn the science 

of both from how-to books and cookbooks, but in the end, it 

turns out that much of what transpires is art.  One cook's 

technically faultless dish may turn out flat, while another's excites the 

taste buds.  Similarly, one writer's work, which follows all the supposed 

"rules" of writing, may bore readers to tears, and another writer may 

draw them into fascinating new territory. 

The difference between following the recipe and adding one's own 

personality may exist only in pinches and dashes.  In fact, many of the 

very best cooks I've known have thrown together fabulous dishes in 

such a way, with little to no regard for recipe directions.  It's not as 
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though they are ignorant of the recipe; in fact, they know it so well that 

they can add to or subtract from it, or head off in a new direction, at 

will.  

Writing feels the same to me.  I can read all the "how-to-write" books in 

the world, take all the classes possible, pay minute attention to every 

word that drips from a published author's mouth, and I still won't 

necessarily be a good writer.  I might be decent.  I might write readable 

prose, and some will think it's good.  However, without that final little 

bit of insight, the creative insolence that tells me deep in my soul how 

to break the rules and write something new, then I don't truly exist as a 

writer.  I'm only a hanger-on, a follower of recipes.  

I believe this analogy applies particularly well to SF.  The entire genre 

was generated from the minds of a few radically independent thinkers.  

Cutting-edge minds like H.G. Wells and Jules Verne broke away from 

the realism-loving attitudes of their own cultures, and they began to 

concoct their own recipes for how the world and the future should look.  

They were hardly the gourmets.  As David G. Hartwell notes in the 

introduction to his anthology The Science Fiction Century, few of the 
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powerful authors in the early twentieth century had either literary or 

humanist educations.  The mainstream literati considered SF a bastard 

child, with little possible merit.  

Authors like Asimov and editors like John W. Campbell Jr. took these 

attitudes on with gusto.  They realized that SF wasn't to be a 

recreation of modern literature.  The recipe wouldn't be followed...and 

that choice differentiated SF from much of the last century's tripe.  SF 

writers tinkered with the recipe for success even as they changed the 

ingredients and flavor of literature itself.   

Current writers continue this grand tradition.  The Scientific Romance 

of Wells, Huxley and Orwell gave way to Asimov, Heinlein, Clarke and 

others of the Golden Age in the post-WWII years.  The writing of that 

era gradually gave way to those authors whose works were less 

government-loving, more paranoid and more self-aware, like Roger 

Zelazny, Samuel Delany and Philip K. Dick.  James Tiptree, Jr., 

exposed as Alice B. Sheldon in the late 1970s, contributed a great 

awareness of social and gender politics, which Octavia E. Butler has 

continued with much commentary on racial issues as well.  William 
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Gibson pioneered the Cyberpunk movement in the past couple of 

decades; Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle added touches of humor to 

hard science.  New voices in SF are coming forward to take the torch.  

Each of the above writers, as well as many more, brought their own 

baggage and ideas to the table.  Each changed the recipe, contributed 

his own sprinkles of insight and cooked up an end result far different 

from the work others had done.   

While many SF traditionalists worry about the "graying of SF," I believe 

it's a fairly baseless worry.  What those traditionalists really worry 

about is the loss of their own brand of SF.  That is inevitable.  The 

writers springing up today have differing concerns, altered motivations, 

and new modes of expression.  The SF written today won't be your 

grandfather's SF... nor should it be.  That's the wonderful thing about 

writing, and reading, and the very effort of creation.  While all topics 

might have been already explored, each writer brings his or her own 

peculiar touch to even the most "overdone" issue.   

So take liberties with your work.  Don't be afraid to tread in the steps of 

the masters, because your work will be different.  You add your own 
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dashes of inspiration, sprinkles of political commentary, and pinches of 

humor.  Your ideas are like no one else's, and that's a grand thing.  In 

fact, it's the very ground on which this genre of speculative fiction is 

based.   

Have a great time cooking up stories!  

Resources:   

The Science Fiction Century, ed. David G. Hartwell, 

published by Tor in 1997, ISBN #  0-312-86338-1  

Science Fiction, The Science Fiction Research Association 

Anthology, eds. Patricia S. Warrick, Charles G. Waugh, 

and Martin H. Greenberg, published by HarperCollins in 

1988, ISBN # 0-06-046941-2  
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USING TECHNOLOGY IN 
FANTASY: 

"BUT WHAT IF I PRESS THIS 
BUTTON?" 

By 

Peggy Kurilla 

©2003, Peggy Kurilla   

 According to some of the books I've read, the Chinese 

fumigated houses for pest control by 591 BCE and the 

ancient Egyptians had effective contraceptives.  Theodorus 

the Samite invented a bubble level and locks with keys by 521 BCE.  

By 371 BCE, Plato is said to have invented a water clock with an 

alarm.  

The ancient Chinese had developed a double-acting piston bellows--it 

would not be known in the West until the 16th century of the Common 

Era.  They also not only had cast iron, but a malleable form of it they 

used to construct many of the pagodas that still stand today.    Around 
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the same time, the Chinese also developed paper--though they 

apparently didn't think of using it for writing for another 250 years or 

so, but rather used it for walls.   

As these dates and inventions demonstrate, humans are a curious and 

experimental lot--we always want to know how things work and find 

ways to make the work easier.  Given that trait, and the abundance of 

knowledge about early inventions, why do many fantasy writers seem 

to stick to a Medieval European level of technology in their works?   

The only way to have a different technological level in stories, it 

seems, is to write modern fantasy or science fantasy.  Any other 

fantasy, no matter how different the world from our own, seems stuck 

in the Middle Ages of Europe, at least so far as tallow candles and 

pewter mugs are concerned.  

Why do so many fantasy writers opt for this technological setting?  

Some possibilities are that it's (perceived as) easier to write about a 

time that many people know something about; it's (perceived as) the 

expected setting for fantasy novels; it's what <insert favorite author 

here> used.  
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Let's look at each of these reasons in turn.  First, is it really easier to 

write about a time that many people are familiar with?  Probably not.  

The more people who know about your time period, the greater the 

likelihood that people will catch you in a simple mistake.  One classic 

example comes from the movies:  many times, no matter what the time 

period, people will use stirrups when they ride horses, despite the fact 

that stirrups weren't developed until about 300 CE in China; they didn't 

migrate westward until about 200 years later.  Nonetheless, in 

GLADIATOR, the mounted Romans had stirrups.  This is the kind of 

simple assumption that can trip up a writer who chooses a setting with 

which many people are familiar.  

As for the second, that a medieval setting is somehow "expected" in 

fantasy; that very expectation may provide the reason for a writer to 

choose another time period--and with another time period comes 

another technological level.  

Finally, the weakest reason to adopt a setting, or technological level, 

or whatever is because it's what someone else did.  Breaking new 

ground is never easy, but frequently it leads to fresher stories.  
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So, how do we, as writers, decide what kind of technology to use in 

our stories if the setting doesn't automatically give it to us?  There are 

two factors to consider.  One is your own worldbuilding; the other is 

reference material that's available about our own human history.  

When you begin worldbuilding, question everything that your 

characters come into contact with on a daily basis.  How do they 

cook?  Are they still cooking over open fires, or have crude ovens 

been developed?  How about wood-burning stoves?  Will this 

technology affect the outcome of your story in any way?  What other 

effects on daily life would that have?  

One thing you can do to truly make your world different is to give a 

historical invention a new twist.  What else could molded cast iron be 

used for besides building?  What other shapes than a pagoda might be 

cast?  What if cast iron was reserved for specific buildings--temples, 

perhaps, or government facilities?  

Looking to our own history for ideas is the other possibility for choosing 

your technology.  The one potential drawback to this approach is that, 

in order to find out what technologies were used when, a fairly large 
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library may be needed.  On the other hand, there are a few good 

general references for technology in general that can be used as a 

springboard for your research.  Two that I consulted in writing this 

article are THE TIMETABLES OF SCIENCE, by Alexander Hellemans 

and Bryan Bunch (ISBN 0-671-73328-1) and ANCIENT INVENTIONS, 

by Peter James and Nick Thorpe (ISBN 0-345-40102-6).  These works 

give an overview of science and technology from ancient times to the 

present.  TIMETABLES is arranged chronologically and INVENTIONS 

by topic.   Once you've found things in these books that work in your 

world, Inter-Library Loan might obtain more specialized works to 

answer more detailed questions.   

INVENTIONS is more easily readable, and provides fascinating tidbits 

such as the Greeks developed automata of various designs and 

purposes (pp. 134-139).  Hmmm.  What if your medieval society had 

automata (early robots) to do some of the manual labor for them?  Or 

what if your society developed its own version of the "Baghdad 

Battery" (pp. 148-150)?  What might they have powered with the 

energy the battery stored?  Surely either of these questions can lead 
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to stories that will lead to fresh settings and technological levels…and 

isn't that freshness that editors say they want?  

   

THE TIMETABLES OF SCIENCE, by Alexander Hellemans and Bryan 

Bunch (ISBN 0-671-73328-1)  

ANCIENT INVENTIONS, by Peter James and Nick Thorpe (ISBN 0-

345-40102-6)  
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THE JOY OF ACCENT 

By  

Feath MacKirin 

© 2003, Feath MacKirin  

There are many ways to make your characters stand out from 

the crowd. One of the easiest -- and hardest -- is to give 

them an accent. With an accent, or distinctive voice, you 

can tell the reader a great deal about your character, without falling 

into "telling."  

Here is an example of three people from different backgrounds saying 

the same thing:  

 "That buzzer wen' off louder than ah huffy sheep; I mashed that 

button over 'n over 'gain, but it wouldn't be stoppin' for nutin. I 

figgure the battery was messed up."  
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 "The smoke alarm went off loud enough to wake the dead and 

when I tried poking the little red button, it didn't do nothin'! I 

suppose the battery was diddling up."  

 "Da alarm bout skart us ens to death, an hitten that bitty button 

didn't do jack. Guess there was sumpin' wrong wid the battery."   

Word choice is a large part of regional accents. "Mash", "push", 

"poke", "punch", "hit"; all mean to push a button.  

Swallowing the end of a word: "nothin'" ... In acting circles, it means 

you're lazy, but it also can indicate lack of education. Unless, of 

course, your characters are from Boston -- even highly educated 

people from Boston swallow the end of their words.  

Specific letters not pronounced: Again, using Boston as an example, 

the letter R is often not said. "Take the caw and pawk it at the drive."  

Word choices for education level: "figure", "guess", "suppose", 

"suspect", "deduct", "surmise", "speculate", "conjecture".  

Word choices for country: Most Europeans cannot tell an American 

accent from a Canadian. I tell them to listen for a "eh" (pronounced A) 

at the end of a sentence. Most Canadians will pepper their speech with 

them, while an American will only do it if asking a question (and then, 
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rarely). And even though the British and American's both speak 

English, their word choices clearly show the differences.  

Here is an example of a Brit and a Yank, saying the same thing:  

 "The geezer in my flat went off, so I lit a fag and thought who to 

ring."  

 "My apartments water heater broke, so I lit a cigarette and 

thought who to call."  

Can you fake an accent?  

No. You must know the accent to depict it realistically, unless of 

course, the entire language is created by you. If you're not sure what 

the accent is, what the word choices are, what the education choices 

are, you need to research it. Reading will help. Or you can watch 

movies with characters from that time or place.  

One thing I do is "listen" to my grandfather. If I want "hick," I think of 

how he spoke when he made fun of his roots. I also think how my 

great grandmother spoke for a "western" accent. Another great source 

were the people I worked with. I also listened to the people at the bus 

stop, or in any large congested area. How does a Scotsman say 
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'river'? (Rrrivrr). (Englishman (riV-ah), Pakistani (reevah).) Ah, the joys 

of accent!  

How much is too much?  

A good rule of thumb is the more words that are 'accented' the less 

your characters say. It can become fatiguing for a reader to wade 

through a large section of accented dialogue. Once you've set the 

'voice' of your character in your readers mind, you can tone it down a 

bit, and the reader will still 'hear' the accent. Word choice can still help, 

as well, by setting the tone.  

Getting the accent right can be difficult, but once you do, you will find 

your character has greatly improved. We are a reflection of where we 

live, who we learned our language skills from, what our education is 

and our intelligence. It's all there in our speech; all you have to do is ... 

listen to the accent.  
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CREATING SLANG: 
ASHAMANDOO'S ARMPITS,  

BALLUVIEL'S BELLY BUTTON 
By  

Eric West 

©2003, Eric West 

There's nothing quite like a unique curse or bit of slang to 

make your world seem utterly alien or fantastic.  When 

you're building with words, inventing your own creates a 

powerful effect.  Original slang grabs the reader consciously, and tells 

him quite bluntly, "You aren't at home.  You're on the Martian Colony 

and it's hundreds of years in the future."  (Or "You're in fantasy land, 

and time as you know it has no meaning here.") 

At least, that's the effect that good slang has on a reader.  Poorly 

chosen slang will probably just leave the person laughing.  So what 

makes for a good High Elven curse-word?  It should be recognizable 

from context, progress naturally from the culture, and fit the tone of 

your story.  
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We've probably been using slang and profanity for as long as we've 

been speaking.  There are generally patterns, and by recognizing and 

using them to guide your choices you'll make it easier on your reader.  

You do not want a reader to have to stop and decode your writing.  

Generally, slang words show up in culture when someone uses a word 

in a way that is outside the scope of the word's general meaning.  

Over time, the new usage will continue to evolve until it is often far-

removed from its original definition.  Take the word "cool" for example.  

Cool gets tossed around as a synonym for good these days, and what 

does that have to do with temperature?  Well, it probably began with 

phrases like "cool under pressure."  Cool people didn't get all "hot and 

bothered" by problematic situations; they didn't "sweat it."  Cool people 

resembled ice's state of low energy, relaxed and comfortable, no 

matter what was happening.   

When you think of cool personalities, in that metaphorical sense, what 

names come to mind?  James Bond?  The Fonz?  Over time the word 

came to mean people we idolized, and then, naturally, objects and 

events became "cool" as well.  
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So where do you begin when you want to find slang words and curses 

for your society?  Look to the culture.  Slang and curses both will be 

used as: nicknames for the act of sex, adjectives meaning "good" and 

"bad,", blasphemy or irreverent names for religions or gods, 

defecation, mean people, unattractive people, body parts (especially 

the genitalia), events to be wished on people (both good and bad), and 

words for very common items. 

Clever writers will mix and match, and use their slang and curses 

creatively.  If Crushney is the Sun God, and Ole Crusty is a nickname 

people use when blaspheming, then "crusty" easily becomes an 

adjective meaning "bad" that can be applied to anything.  

Making your slang fit your characters, and the tone of the story, is the 

most difficult part.  In some ways, it has to be instinctive.  If you're 

writing fairly light-hearted fantasy, "Felicia's Furry Feet" will fit right in 

as a good swear.  For a dark cyber-punk story, "mega-crash" would be 

more appropriate.  The slang should fit into the story seamlessly, so 

evidently a part of the world and culture that the reader barely notices.  
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A good invented curse can do many things for your story.  It can 

remove the need to use a lot of "real" profanity (thus not offending 

readers), make the world feel more complete, and, as you grow 

comfortable with its usage, allow you to connect more closely with your 

characters as you write.  It is said that learning a second language is 

like gaining another soul.  By learning your character's slang and 

curses, you should at least get a glimpse into the workings of their 

mind. 
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BOOK REVIEW: 
ROOM TO WRITE: DAILY 

INVITATIONS  
TO A WRITER'S LIFE,  BY BONNI 

GOLDBERG 
Reviewed by  

JD Cates 

©2003, JD Cates   

I  have an ugly confession to make: Until January of this year, I 

suffered from a writer's block that had lasted roughly 15 years. I 

would sit down to write a short story, lock up, and give up on 

myself. I would try a few more times. Then, a few days (or weeks or 

months) later, I would go grab a book on creative writing to try and get 

myself jumpstarted again. But all the books seemed to fall into one of 

three categories, and none of them seemed to help.   

The first were what I call "Standards of Good Writing." These offered 

necessary but dry instruction on grammar, spelling, character and 

plotline. Great information, but my creative side would usually wind up 
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afraid to say anything for fear of failing to dot an I, cross a T, or explain 

my character properly.     

So, I would try what I call the "Creativity is All" books. Here I would find 

advice on describing something 15 different ways, or exercises like 

standing on my head to get a different perspective of the world. My 

rational side would balk, wondering just what any of this had to do with 

simply telling the stories in my head!    

And, finally, there were the "How I Do It" books.  These were books by 

established writers explaining how they applied various items from the 

first two categories. They were great reading and had some good 

information; unfortunately, most of the writers would turn right around 

and emphasize that ultimately I had to find my own voice and do it my 

own way--but they never managed to give much help on discovering 

just what "my voice" or "my own way" was.    

Thank goodness for Bonni Goldberg, and thank goodness I found her 

book. Drawing on over 20 years' experience, this writer, poet, and 

creative writing teacher avoided a variety of pitfalls to achieve 

something rare indeed. In Room to Write, Ms. Goldberg has created 
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200 simple writing exercises that: a) explain a concept to the rational 

brain, b) engage the creative side in exploring it on paper, and c) draw 

out the reader/writer's own voice in the process.    

The lessons cover everything from plot, characterization, and common 

themes in literature to exploring thoughts, experiences, and pitfalls that 

only a writer would understand. The ultimate goal of the book, though, 

is to coax the writer to apply pen to paper--or fingers to keyboard--and 

write. It's something Goldberg does well.   

The exercises are easy and nonjudgmental.  They are constructed in 

such a way that they can be tried more than once, and many are open 

enough that they can easily be applied to a work in progress. In 

addition to the choices on how to complete most lessons, the author 

encourages us to tackle them in any order; structure is simply not 

allowed to interfere with what we need to write.   

Rather, the structure of the book itself quietly supports the writer's life. 

Each lesson has been fit on a single page, and the publisher has 

thoughtfully given us the book as a 5"x7" paperback. It's a compact 

little companion that can be toted around as easily as note paper or a 
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laptop; portability, which can so quickly become a hindrance to actually 

using a book like this, is simply not an issue.   

The overall result is a book that is all that the title promises and more: 

a perpetual invitation to live a writer's life today.  I encourage any 

creative writer who has ever had trouble getting the words to flow to go 

out, grab a copy, and guard it like it was gold. It could easily become 

your new best friend--constantly calling you to sit down, be kind to 

yourself, and write.  

---------  

Room to Write: Daily Invitations to a Writer's Life 

by Bonni Goldberg 

Publisher: J. P. Tarcher (April 1996)  

ISBN: 0-87477-825-5  
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WEBSITE REVIEW: 
NINE-ACT STRUCTURE HOME 

PAGE 
By  

Gerri Baker 

©2003, Gerri Baker  

P lot. What a dreaded word for many writers. Every story 

needs one, but building that perfect plot can be tricky. 

Theories abound about how to combine elements to make 

the ideal plot, and opinions fly in every direction regarding how many 

plot types exist. But articles often focus on content of plot issues and 

rarely delve into a discussion of how the plot flows from beginning to 

end. The Nine-Act Structure Home Page by David Siegel 

(http://www.dsiegel.com/film/intro.html) fills this gap by discussing a 

plot pacing technique that keeps the pressure on throughout the entire 

story.  

Siegel developed this theory for screenplay writers. However, what he 

developed is a universal plot pacing technique that will help any story 
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keep the pressure on the characters from beginning to end of the 

story.  

In his "Caveat Scriptor" section, Siegel makes it clear that to 

understand his theories, a firm grounding in the basic ideas of 

storytelling is necessary. He makes specific reference to Syd Field's 

three act structure format, which, in essence, says that every story 

needs a beginning, middle, and end. The theory is a bit more 

complicated than that because Field does things like dictate during 

what script pages the beginning switches to the middle, and the middle 

to the end. But Siegel wants his readers to go beyond Field's basics 

and examine the deeper aspects of good plotting.  

In "Anatomy of a Screenplay," the basics of story come out in the form 

of three P's: Plot, the action; Premise, the concept; and People, the 

characters. Siegel suggests that a good balance between these three 

things will make stories fuller, while separating them as much as 

possible will simplify the story and allow easier manipulating of each 

component.  
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Siegel explains one more key concept before diving into the meat of 

his idea: the "Two Goal Structure." While many stories are set up with 

one goal in mind, linked linearly from beginning to end, he points out 

that this set-up rarely makes the story large enough to become 

popular. The Two-Goal Structure, he claims, is more exciting because 

of the reversal in the plot. In the beginning of a story, the characters 

aim for a major goal, but by the middle or towards the end of the story, 

they realize they've got the wrong goal. Suddenly, the characters are 

forced to change what they're doing in order to go in this new, more 

accurate direction. This idea is the heart of the Nine Act Structure.  

The body of Siegel's theory is in the nine acts that make up a story.  

Act Zero does not directly appear in the story except in flashback and 

explanations to show backstory. Here, writers need to set up the 

disaster that is coming in the story. Forces need to already be in 

motion before the story begins in order to create conflict for the 

characters. Usually the emphasis for the backstory will be on the 

antagonist or villain, but even protagonists carry baggage into the 
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story. He even goes as far as to suggest ten years of planning coming 

into a collision course in the story.  

Act One is used to establish the physical location and time period of 

the story. This particular act is peculiar to script writing, although other 

writers should be aware of the need for a powerful beginning to any 

story.  

Act Two is an immediate hook into the story. Something bad has to 

happen, and happen fast, in order to move things from act zero into 

the main story. The conflict starts, and the rest of the story follows.  

Act Three introduces the cast of characters, including the protagonist 

and his or her cadre, as well as establishing the villain and his or her 

allies and flunkies. Character development during Act Three is critical 

for connecting with the audience. While the development happens, 

events propel the characters towards the next act.  

Act Four involves the protagonist committing to the first goal. He may 

go willingly into the situation because the alternative is worse, or to 

help an apparent victim. Under involuntary conditions, someone may 
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push the protagonist into the situation, either for malicious reasons or 

for the character's own good.  

Act Five finds the protagonist pursuing the wrong goal. This act, the 

longest of the group, is where the complications of the plot pile up. 

Backstory issues, mysterious strangers, and events; all point out that 

the protagonist is on the wrong track, and the villain is winning. This 

act ends when the protagonist realizes he is going after the wrong 

goal, usually at the villain's peak in the story.  

Act Six is the pivotal point when characters will go after the new, 

accurate goal. The characters get that final clue, the missing piece to 

the puzzle, which allows them to make the necessary changes to 

successfully complete the plotline.  

Act Seven doesn't go well even though the new goal is the correct 

one. While the protagonist will usually win out over the villain by the 

end of this act, the victory comes at a price. Nothing is free.  
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Act Eight wraps everything up, ties up loose ends, and sends audience 

members on their way with the emotions the writer wants them to feel. 

This act is short, sweet, and to the point.  

With some work and a little flexibility, the Two Goal and the Nine Act 

structures can translate from film into the print medium, making a 

novel plot tighter and more energetic. The pacing he recommends for 

each act will have to be modified for novel writing. Also, prose allows 

for more intermingling of acts than Siegel uses.  

The Nine Act Structure pages are the majority of the website. The rest 

of the links are to minor articles, bibliographies, and his own consulting 

services.  

One concern: this site has not been updated in several years. The 

examples he uses for his points are useful, but out of date.  

Overall, Siegel's Nine Act Structure is a powerful tool for plotting a 

focused, active story. Most plot types can fit into this pacing; he merely 

gives the timing of each stage. Plug and play; see what comes out the 

other end. 
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The Nine-Act Structure Page   by David Siegel  

http://www.dsiegel.com/film/intro.html  
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PUZZLE 
By Andi Ward 

©2003, Andi Ward 
"OPEN DISCUSSION" AND "YOUR SAY" BOARDS 

G R E N O I T A N I M U R I A P S E D A T 
C Y C A M O P I D I A T R I B E K R I U Q 
O N N O I T A U T C N U P U B L I S H E R 
M R A H C R I T I Q U E S T I O N W I T E 
T C O N T I N U A L S U P P O R T M A P S 
N C A T R A N T S V C D O U G E C R N S O 
E O C U I S A E M E R A I B N T O I O U L 
M V C C N D O T O H I R N L I N N R T C U 
N E O K S E E A N T P E T I T W T A T O T 
O R M E P T S N T E T W O C T O E M Y F I 
R L P R I E A I H E P O F A A R S M L A O 
I E L I R R R T L S R R V T M K T A R S N 
V T I Z A M C S Y E E D I I R S S R E C S 
N T S E T I A A M I P C E O O H N G W I T 
E E H D I N S R A R A O W N F O S O L N A 
R R M I O A M C R A R U A I I P N A U A C 
E Q E R N T D O A D A N C N G Y I L B T T 
E U N P R I E R T N T T I A T T F P R I F 
R E T X A O H P H U I P A S S I O N S O U 
A R I E N N D N O O O S S S E C C U S N L 
C Y S G O L B U N B N M S I R E N O O P S 
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GOOD NEWS FROM FORWARD 
MOTION 

Latest publishing news from our members. 

 

 

Holly's latest 

book is in the 

bookstores!  If 

you can't find it 

order it from 

your local book 

stores!  (This is 

better for a

than ordering 

line -- it keeps 

their numbers u

where they count!) 
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Cover work for Holly's new novel, Vincallis the 

Agitator 

Look for it in bookstores now! 

Holly Lisle's acclaimed trilogy THE SECRET TEXTS 

is the epic adventure of heroes battling a 

resurrected evil that had nearly destroyed the 

world a millennium before. Now Holly Lisle take 

readers back to the days of that ancient 

apocalypse -- and to the decadent heart of a 

fantastic, doomed empire . . .  

Glory of the Dragons 

Based on a science of sorcery called Dragon magic, the Hars Ticlarim is 

a miraculous place of mansions built on clouds and gardens blooming 

diamonds beneath canopies of captive stars. But this incomparable 

beauty hides a dark core: Dragon magic draws its power from the 

agony of slaves who are killed for sorcerous fuel. And for three 

thousand years, no one has dared question the empire's inhuman 

cruelty . . . until now. 

 

Wraith, a boy with an uncanny power, seeks the art to foment a 

revolution within the Hars Ticlarim. Solander, a brilliant young mage, 

believed he has discovered a totally new form of magic. Luercas, a 

sadistic noble, will commit any crime that furthers his ambition. All 

three are clever, resolute, driven -- and naive. For they challenge the 
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rulers of a globe-spanning power that has endured for millennia -- 

rulers who will do anything to stay in power forever . . . 

Holly Lisle's current books -- on the stands now!  

  
 

Holly Lisle's Talyn and Romantic Fantasy 

#2 have sold to Tor!  

 

S.L. Viehl was made an offer from the Science Fiction Book Club to 

make her novel Blade Dancer a featured alternate selection.  

 

Wen Spencer has been nominated for the Campbell award as best 

new genre writer of the year.  

 

Jennifer Dunne won the EPPIE Award for Best Ebooks in two 

categories -- Shadow Prince for Fantasy and Shifters for Anthology.  
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Justin Stanchfield sold a novelette to Paradox for their upcoming 

electronic issue. Justin's story "Beyond the Karst" appears in the 

April issue of Sintrigue.org.  

 

Andi Ward reports that Silhouette wants the entire manuscript for 

"Lucien's Luck" the novel she and June Drexler wrote.  

 

Barbara Davis sold 3 short stories (1 Fantasy, 1 SF, 1 crime) to Trip 

the Light Fantastic (PDF anthology), Orbital Injection (ezine), and 

HandHeldCrime (ezine).  

 

Michael Vasey won a prize for an essay on the commercial viability of 

open source software.  

 

Stephanie sold her short story "Through Closed Eyes" to Bloodlust-

UK; it is available in the current issue.  
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Karen J.H. Thistle's story "The Lover of Dead Stones" appears in 3SF 

issue 3.  

 

Robert Sloan sold his short story "Princes of Ashes" to Veinglory.  

 

Nonny sold her story "Two Horny Men and an Iron Maiden" to 

Veinglory -- her first fiction sale -- and another short story to 

Strange Love.  

 

Linnet sold two short stories, "Explorations" and "Hybrid Heat," to 

Strange Love.  

 

Lazette Gifford's current publications can be found at 

http://lazette.net  

New -- Seeker of Shadows, Hunter of Souls, published in the March 

issue of Dragons, Knights and Angels 
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 SUBMITTING TO VISION 

A note from Lazette Gifford, Managing Editor  

I 've been Managing Editor for Vision for two and a half years now 

since our very first issue.  For most of that time we have had a set 

of easy to follow guidelines for submissions.  You can find them, 

right there under Guidelines.  

I suspect that most people never bother to look at them.  People who 

should know better send me material formatted wrong, or without 

information I really need. (Title and author at the top of an article is a 

really good idea...)  

This is understandable in some part.  Vision is the first publication for 

a number of people.  In fact, part of the purpose of the ezine is to give 

new writers a chance to experience the process. I rarely turn down any 

article, and usually then only if it is far outside the realm of writing 

topics.  If an article needs extensive edits, I do the editing and send it 
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back to the author who can then go back over the material and rework 

it to sound more like her writing rather than mine.  

However, starting with the next issue, if something is not formatted 

properly I will return it to the author with a link to the guidelines.  The 

more time I have to spend doing silly stuff like taking out indents (and if 

you don't use the auto indent option on Word, that means taking each 

one out by hand), finding ISBNs for books mentioned, removing html 

code (only links can be in code), etc., the less time I have to work with 

writers on the material itself.  I run out of time because of unnecessary 

editing like this, as well as late arriving material, and I end up editing to 

suit me, and with no time for a turn around with the writers.  This can 

be frustrating for both them and me.  

Following guidelines also means getting material in by the deadline.  

June 1,2003 is the deadline for the next issue.  I will ask for material 

after June 1 if I find that I need something to fill out the issue, however, 

with the rare exceptions of some people I know who won't need 

editing, I really don't want to get material with less than a week to go 

before the issue is due to be published.  
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I don't think this is unreasonable.  I put a great deal of time and energy 

into Vision, and besides getting about 2000 hits a month, the ezine 

has drawn good attention from outside sources.  People who write for 

Writer's Digest have offered me articles, and a number of people 

talked to me about Vision at the last World Con I attended.  Even 

though we don't pay for articles, we are considered, in production 

values, a pro-level ezine. This is pretty remarkable.  

One of the fun aspects of working on Vision is helping a new writer 

find an article subject, and then helping them through the steps of 

refining the idea and writing and editing it.  However, as I pointed out 

previously, I have less time to do that if I have to rework too many 

articles just to fit the guidelines.  

Vision general runs, in the PDF version, between 160 and 200 pages. 

That's a lot of material to edit, format, and make into three distinct 

versions (html, PDF and Palm) every two months.  

So, here are the things I want the rest of you to consider when you're 

writing an article for Vision:  
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Read the Guidelines and follow them.  If you have a question about 

the guidelines, email me at zette@sff.net or vision@lazette.net and 

ask me.  

Don't write an article and send it off without proofing.  In fact, read it 

more than once.  Let it set a day, even if you are running a bit late.  

I would rather have a well edited late article then a messy one on 

time.  

Don't worry about the theme of the upcoming issue -- I want 

anything that has to do with writing, from how you think up a story to 

your finding a proper pen.   

If you love writing, and have anything at all that you can offer to 

other writers, consider writing 500-2000 words for one of the 

upcoming issues.  Have favorite writing-related books or web sites 

that you think could help fellow writers?  Consider writing a short 

review for them.  I am especially in need of web site reviews!  

Write early.  The earlier I get articles, the better things go all the 

way around.  
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Did I mention the guidelines?  

Writing for Vision is a lot easier than most people assume, and a few 

of our writers have gone on to sell material they first published in 

Vision, or to use the 'sale' as part of a resume to get a job at some 

other publication.  

So, let's work together and get the next issues done.  

Oh, and do go read the guidelines...  
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GUIDELINES 

We will happily consider writing-related manuscripts 

from either unpublished or published writers. We 

are interested in all facets of writing, from first- 

person experience articles to genre-specific how-to’s and 

informational articles about your area of specialization – whether it 

be history or science or nursing or long-distance running – and how 

and where your specialty can be used correctly by writers. Write 

something that will help other writers, and we’ll be interested in 

taking a look. 

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff. In return 

for your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to 

download, and our sincere thanks. Your work will make a nice tear-

sheet to present when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a 

professional market because we can’t afford to pay. 

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free. 
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We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you 

can sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have 

placed it with us. However – and this is very important for you to 

keep in mind – if you place a piece with us that has not been 

published elsewhere, we will be using your First Serial Rights, 

which means they will not be available for sale elsewhere. Reprint 

rights are harder to sell. And back issues will be available from the 

site for as long as I can keep them there, as a reference for new 

people coming into the site. 

We strive to maintain professional standards.  Manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical 

errors as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final 

draft form. We will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we 

have accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to 

finished, and will only edit it to our standards. If we feel that it need 

massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

If you have any questions, or wish to query about an article, email  

Lazette Gifford. 
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We look forward to hearing from you. 

Holly Lisle and Lazette Gifford 

Publishers, Vision 

 

Expanded Submission Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words with 2000 words as the 'soft' 

top.  I'm willing to go over that count if the article needs it.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a 

country that does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in 

the email.  That will stop me from making several 'corrections' 

before I realize they aren't mistakes.    

PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME AT THE TOP OF THE 

DOCUMENT.  I hate having to go search through emails, checking 

attachments, to figure whose article I'm actually looking reading.   

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman, 

Verdana or Arial, 12pt.  
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Double space your manuscript.  

Do not indent . 

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf 

files, and as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect 

allows .rtf saves, doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will do, 

although (at least in the 4.5 version I have), this program also 

allows for an .rtf file save.   

A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics 

like this: *before and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: 

_before and after anything in bold._  If you cannot do attachments, 

use the body of the letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are 

doing a Word doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an 

underline to indicate italics. (This is not common submission 

procedure, but it's far easier for me since I can cut and paste to my 

wysiwyg web page editor.)   
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Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites 

indicates a link, and people often send emails to say the link is not 

working.  Use italics or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s and publishers for all books mentioned or 

reviewed.  Do this by adding the title, author, publisher  and ISBN# 

at the bottom of the file.  The same is true for articles -- be certain to 

cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: You should turn off 

the 'smart quotes' option in Word which can be found 

under Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat 

while you type AND Autoformat.  Also uncheck the 

symbol replacement for --.  While Smart Quotes look 

really neat on the screen, they sometimes translate to 

funny little squares that cannot be taken out with the 

'find-replace' feature, but have to be hunted down by 

hand.  If you are submitting anything electronically, you 
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will very likely hear back from the editor on these.  And 

remember -- a lot of print publishers are now asking for 

electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving very good articles, and I hope that all of you 

look at the list of upcoming issues at the bottom of this page  and 

choose something you feel comfortable with writing about.  

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you 

would like to write an article on how to research romantic settings, 

the proper use of codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The 

genres we like to cover in each issue are:   

Fantasy  

Horror  

Poetry  

Romance   

Science Fiction  

Suspense & Mystery  
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Young Adult & Children  

Young Writer's Scene 

And we are always interested in articles about the act and art of 

writing. 

Upcoming Themes for Vision in 2003: 

For the coming year we are going to go through the steps in 

creating a story. These steps should apply to both short 

stories and novels.  

Please remember that these cover only the theme section of 

the issue.  The editors at Vision are always looking for material 

on all aspects of writing, including how writer's live and work, 

as well as material on writing for specific genres.  

July/August -- Putting it all together (Deadline, June 1, 2003) 

• From the first line to The End -- what do you do go about 

actually creating the story? 

September/October -- Revising (Deadline, August 1, 2003) 
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• How do you work through revisions, and when do you 

know to stop? 

November/December -- Submissions and Rejections (Deadline, 

October 1, 2003) 

• Preparing cover letters, queries, short story submissions -

- and what to do when you get those inevitable rejections. 

  

Thank you!  

Lazette Gifford 

Managing Editor 

Questions?  Queries?  Submissions?  Email me! 
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HOW TO JOIN FORWARD 
MOTION 

The community came into existence for several 

reasons. First, I hadn't been able to be a part of a 

writers' group or attend conventions in a few years, 

and knew that situation wouldn't be changing in the foreseeable 

future, and I missed the company of readers. Second, I am 

fortunate to be able to do the thing I enjoy most for a living, and I 

wanted to be able to help others who shared my obsession find 

their way to living their dreams. Third, I knew a lot of people -- 

writers and readers - - who I thought should meet each other. 

When the Internet suddenly erupted with free, easy-to-use 

community-building tools, I suddenly had the solution to bringing 

those many people together and sharing what I knew with them 

and letting them share what they knew with me and each other.  

The community has three sections -- public boards, which 

anyone can read and in most cases anyone can post to; private 

boards, where writers can post sections of works-in-progress 
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and receive critiques of them; and restricted boards, which 

include the Young Writers' Scene and boards for various 

classes. The private areas require community membership and 

are password-protected to preserve all publication rights for each 

author's use. The restricted boards further require submission of 

an application -- in the case of Young Writers' Scene, to make 

sure the applicant is under seventeen years of age; and in the 

case of Erotica & Sensual Fiction, to make sure the applicant is 

eighteen years of age or older and that it is legal for him or her to 

participate in a board containing erotic content. All restricted 

class boards will have application procedures posted as new 

classes open.  

To participate in the public boards , all you have to do is read 

them and post to them. If you register with the community, you 

gain the ability to post in HTML and use signatures, add your 

picture or avatar to your posts, use our private messaging and e-

mail systems, rate other posts and other users, edit your posts, 

and so on. But in most cases there's no requirement to do either. 
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(The Rants board, due to a short-lived problem with trolls, 

requires membership to post.)  

To participate in the private portion of the community, where you 

can receive crits on your own work and crit the works of other 

writers and participate in various writing exercises, dares, and 

challenges, you must join the community. You will have to be 

logged in to gain access to the private boards.  

To join the Young Writers' Scene, you must first join the 

community, then message me 

(http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/ 

dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle ) with your 

application. In it, you must send your real name, your age, your 

birthdate, an affirmation that you are seventeen or under, and -- 

if you are thirteen or under, your parents must send to me at 

holly.lisle@sff.net by separate e-mail approval for you to 

participate in the community.  

Anyone may join the community. Simple click this link 

(http://hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/ 
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dcboard.cgi?az=user_register ) and fill out an application. 

Membership is free and approval is automatic. The excellent site 

moderators can help you find your way to topics of interest to 

you, crit circles that can help you, and ongoing projects, 

challenges, exercises, workshops, articles, and contests that 

might inspire you.  

We have a good group of people in the HollyLisle.com 

community. Come look us over, introduce yourself, take part in a 

few conversations -- or jump straight into the deep water and 

start working on your book or short story.  

We're here to help you make long-cherished dreams turn into 

reality. I hope you'll join us.  

Holly Lisle 
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MASTHEAD 

Vision is published bi-monthly and gives preference to 

articles submitted by people who belong to the Forward 

Motion Writer's Community.  Joining the community is 

free, and it's a great resource for upcoming writers.  However, we 

will be happy to look at any articles that will help writers. 

Guidelines for Vision 

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers 

Holly@hollylisle.com 

zette@hollylisle.com 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an 

upcoming issue, feel free to drop a line to either of the editors 

below.  We look forward to hearing from you! 

• Lazette Gifford (zette) -- Managing Editor, Vision E-Zine  

zette@hollylisle.com  
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Copy Editor: 

• Beth Adele Long  

bethadele@hollylisle.com 

Special thanks to Ellen Wright for helping copy edit Issue # 

15  

Moderators 

hollylisle, dstar, venus00, RonBrown, zette, Jinx, Anne_Marble, Jim 

Mills, astropolis, Fetu, junedrexler, robertsloan2, sswain, 

JamesMilton, JeriT, Krista, mamarose1900, Justinvs, Erik_Forbes, 

strigidae, lyricalmoon, davidstone, MattScudder, silver_fire, 

kr_mercik, StarDoc, BJSteeves,  

 

 

Copyright Information 
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